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The postmodern setting of North American ministry demands a leadership style that
takes seriously the prospect that people tend to belong before they believe. Jesus’ practice
of hospitality, as Luke’s Gospel presents it, encourages today’s Christian leader to lead to
the margins of society from the margins of the institution. In this way the church can
welcome strangers and create a hospitable institution. This grounded theory research
develops a normative understanding of hospitable leadership.
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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
One Christian leader, interviewed for this study, described the transforming power
of hospitality:
I grew up in a home where my father was alcoholic and the most
unpleasant time of the day was mealtime where he was his most
dysfunctional. When I came to Christ, I was invited into a campus
ministry. One of the key leaders there began to invite me to his house for
dinner. I remember sitting there going, “so this is what dinner time can be
like! This is an amazing thing.” So for me it was this connection of this,
this fun, and this enjoyable connection; and family, and intimacy, and
community, and Jesus and, and, and, it began to heal me. And so, I have a
heart [for hospitality] because I know what it’s like to come from
brokenness and even rejection, and be welcomed in…. I have had to be
healed of a sense of being the outsider, and know what it’s like to be
welcomed in.
Anecdotes like this one illustrate the healing, saving power that God can unleash when
Christian leaders reach out in hospitality to needy others. The hospitality shown by
people of faith can act as the means by which God draws outsiders into the center of a
faith community.
My personal faith journey is unlike this story. I was never the outsider entering
the community of faith for the first time. I went to a single church from the day I was
born to the day I left for seminary. I attended a private Christian school from the day I
entered kindergarten to the day I graduated high school. Both my parents worked at the
school I attended. Growing up I was almost always an “insider” within the Christian
institutions with which I associated. During my formative years, I never experienced the
struggle of the outsider who was trying to join a faith organization for the first time.
Since becoming a leader in the church, however, I have had many opportunities to
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join unfamiliar organizations. I remember vividly a summer internship in which I visited
a university and experienced both the agony of utter loneliness and, ultimately, the
exhilaration of welcome. I remember the challenge of moving to a new community and
trying to find a local church that embraced me as a person and invited me to enter into
God’s presence with them. More recently, and with a young family, I have searched for a
church that “felt” the most welcoming to our small family.
Now as a pastor I have attempted for several years to lead a local congregation
into becoming a welcoming community that embraces the “outsider.” In thinking through
how to help our church become welcoming, we have attempted several programs aimed
at “assimilating” new and fringe members. The programs never worked as successfully as
we intended, and we found that our church struggled with welcoming outsiders into our
fellowship. We also found that our problem of inhospitality could not be solved by a
single, isolated program put in place by a church board and staffed by willing volunteers.
So, our church faces a challenge, as I suspect others do. It does not always act as
the welcoming place it is meant to be. Even people without a church background seem to
have an innate understanding that church is supposed to be a welcoming place and are put
off when they arrive and find it is not. Jesus modeled welcoming acceptance. The church,
to be faithful to Jesus’ example, would do well to reexamine the gospel practice of
hospitality.
Jesus interacted with those “outside” the center of the Jewish faith, those to whom
Luke’s Gospel referred as the “tax collectors and sinners” (e.g., 5:30). The picture the
gospel writers paint suggests a Jesus that actively engaged the outsider, often at table, in a
hospitality setting. Association at table, eating together, signaled acceptance. In first
century Pharisaic Judaism, Jesus’ actions subverted the social mores that dictated the
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ones with whom one could associate.
Jesus’ actions suggest that he did not employ a hospitality program to make the
gospel palatable to sinners. Rather, Jesus’ acceptance of the sinner, as signified by the
shared table (hospitality), is the gospel to sinners. Jesus engaged in the practice of
hospitality with people of all stations in life. Jesus’ constant sharing of meals with sinners
powerfully condenses the good news as Luke records it and suggests that the Church’s
very mission and lifeblood is the work of hospitality.
If hospitality is the mission of the church, then it dare not become an isolated
“program” of the church, separate from the central focus of the senior pastor and guiding
body of the church. Rather, local church leadership is compelled by Jesus’ mission to
rediscover the practice of hospitality and learn how to lead their people in genuine
expressions of the practice. Hospitality in the local church is about the formation of the
people of God into the welcoming, open, compassionate, seeking disciples that Christ
calls his followers to become. It includes actions, like sharing meals, as well as a
predisposition toward openness to the stranger.
Jesus’ example compels the leader to involve the church in hospitality. Also,
Paul’s letters to Titus (1:8) and Timothy (1 Tim. 3:2) admonish the leader to practice
hospitality personally. Nevertheless, the leader who wishes to integrate hospitality
together with current, effective leadership theory finds little leadership material that takes
the Christian practice of hospitality seriously.
In order to guide the church into the acts of welcome that Jesus modeled and that
Paul admonished, the leadership of the church in North America requires a new model of
leadership that takes seriously a return to a biblical understanding of hospitality.
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Purpose Statement
The purpose of this research was to develop a normative understanding of
hospitable leadership based on a Lukan ethic and on the Christian tradition of hospitality
for the local church in North America.
Research Questions
What are key components of the Lukan ethic and of the Christian tradition of
hospitality?
How do the Lukan ethic and the Christian tradition of hospitality appear in the
current literature on Christian leadership?
What does leadership look like that takes seriously Luke’s emphasis on
hospitality?
Definitions
Hospitality is an attitude or mind-set of unconditional welcome that results in acts
of reception and provision toward the stranger as well as toward the friend.
An interstice is a gap between statuses. Within a social structure an individual can
attain different statuses (e.g., leader, member, or guest). Often these statuses are attained
naturally, as people are given greater responsibility or take on roles they previously did
not perform. Because of this evolution of statuses within a group, a gap sometimes exists
between these social statuses where individuals are not sure of their status and the others
in the institution are unclear about an individual’s role within the group. This social gap
can result in an ambiguity of relationship because of the ill-defined expectations,
boundaries, and roles respective to an individual.
Such a gap is known as an interstice. It is a gap between statuses that causes
ambiguous relationships between an individual and others within the institution or
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between the individual and the group. A person can be said to be in the interstice,
meaning that an individual is between statuses within a social structure. Victor Turner
uses the word liminality to describe the state of being betwixt and between statuses, and
at the edges of society (95). This study uses the term liminality to talk about being in the
interstices, being on a threshold between statuses.
A marginalized individual is someone without status due to their belonging to a
group that is not afforded honor in society. Those who are marginalized are always
marginalized in relation to another group. Often marginalization occurs as a result of
socioeconomic or cultural differences. Race, age, gender, class, disability, and religious
preference are examples of social categories to which the marginalized could belong.
Description of the Project
This was an exploratory study using a grounded theory approach to develop a
normative understanding of hospitable leadership.
Methodology
This study analyzed the Gospel of Luke for hospitality themes. It reviewed
current literature to draw out themes and categories important to the analysis of
hospitality. It used interview methods to elicit themes and patterns of hospitable
leadership from interviewees who were selected for their shared values of pastoral
leadership and hospitality. Then the study brought the Christian tradition of hospitality to
bear on current leadership behaviors in an effort to develop a normative understanding of
hospitable leadership.
The study used an e-mail survey to generate a representative list of leadership
resources that currently influence local church leaders. It then analyzed the top five
reported sources, coding them for hospitality language and for deformations of
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hospitality. The study then joined together three streams of information—the material on
Christian hospitality as understood through Luke’s Gospel and the literature on
hospitality, the material on leadership as understood through the leadership literature and
the coding of a representative sample of influential leadership books, and the experiences
of practitioners.
Subjects
The two participant groups in the study were the fifty pastors whose responses
generated the list of leadership materials and the six pastors who were interviewed to
ground the study in the life experiences of hospitable leaders. No overlap occurred
between the two groups. The fifty pastors surveyed consisted of the senior leadership
from the highest attended Free Methodist churches in North America. They were chosen
for their accessibility and on the basis of their assumed ability to lead successfully. The
six interviewees were chosen on the basis of their inclusion within a Lilly Grant-funded
project that identified them as valuing the practice of hospitality.
Instruments
Two instruments were used for data collection: the e-mail survey and the
interview. The e-mail survey consisted of a brief introductory paragraph and then simply
asked the one question, “What are the top five leadership books or media that you have
interacted with that have the most influence on your leadership philosophy and practice
today?” Twenty-six of the fifty pastors surveyed responded. The face-to-face interviews
lasted between sixty to seventy-five minutes. A complete list of primary interview
questions can be found in Appendix A.
Biblical Materials
Hospitality is not a specifically Christian addition to the world’s ethical practices.
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The Christian distinctive of hospitality is not in the offering of welcome but rather to
whom and how that welcome is offered (Pohl 6). The specifics of the Christian practice
of hospitality have been detailed well in Christine D. Pohl’s work on the subject, Making
Room. Also, John Koenig has done a service in outlining the biblical materials on
hospitality. Furthermore, the New Testament writers have given specific instruction on
the matter of hospitality in several epistles.
Paul points directly to the leader in two letters. First Timothy 3:2, in a list of
character qualifiers for church leadership, states, “An overseer, then, must be above
reproach, the husband of one wife, temperate, prudent, respectable, hospitable, able to
teach.” Titus 1:7-8 reads similarly, “For the overseer must be … hospitable.”
Lukan Materials
Beyond the explicit commands to offer hospitality found in the New Testament,
Luke’s Gospel provides an underlying philosophy of hospitality that compels Christian
leaders to open their homes and share their tables. Luke provides a theological foundation
for the leader’s practice of hospitality in his Gospel in the person of Jesus.
Luke goes to great pains to identify Jesus as a stranger in his Gospel. Luke is the
only gospel writer to record the details of Jesus’ less than regal birth, and the only one to
record the two disciples’ encounter with the stranger on the road to Emmaus. At a pivotal
turn in Luke’s Gospel, he records Jesus’ definitive statement of his homelessness: “Foxes
have holes and birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man has no where to lay his
head” (9:58).
Luke also records systematically Jesus’ lack of reception by each of the dominant
cultures in Bethlehem, Nazareth, Samaria, and Jerusalem. Jesus’ ministry in Galilee in
chapters 4-9 marks the greatest reception of his ministry, but even there Jesus is plagued
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by the Pharisees who “grumble” against him (5:30) and are “furious” with him (6:11).
The people in the region of the Gerasenes reject his ministry among them. Luke describes
Jesus as a marginalized stranger.
Luke’s Allusion to Abraham’s Story
A clue to Jesus’ identity as Luke describes it comes through in the Gospel’s
repeated allusion to Abraham (over thirteen times in Luke’s Gospel). The reference to the
famous progenitor of the Jewish people serves to connect Jesus’ ministry to the covenant
God made with his people Israel through Abraham. Luke grounds his understanding of
Jesus on the foundation of the covenant history of Israel. Joel B. Green writes, “[Luke’s
Gospel] goes to great lengths to ground the work of Jesus in the continuing story of
God’s redemptive plan” (Theology i).
In both the Magnificat (Luke 1:46-55) and in Zechariah’s Song (1:67-79) Israel’s
covenant status is remembered. Both songs recall Abraham, who began his recorded
journey of faith as one called to become a stranger, as one who received the promise of
descendants while a landless stranger. Consequently, both songs evoke memories of
Israel’s history of marginalization. Significantly, the original reader would likely be
aware that Israel remained powerless and dominated by the Roman legions even though
they dwelt in the land promised to Abraham. In essence they were strangers in their own
land. Israel’s identity as the marginalized people of God is of paramount importance as
one reads the Gospel of Luke.
God begins his covenant relationship with Abraham when Abraham was a
wandering nomad—a stranger in other people’s lands. God continues this covenant
relationship through Jesus—a stranger in his own land. Luke’s picture of Jesus is that of a
savior who relates to humanity from the margins. God chooses to relate to his people,
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through Jesus, from a socially powerless place. Luke emphasizes the marginalization of
Jesus, showing that hospitality becomes not only Jesus’ lifestyle, but his message (i.e.,
the outsider is accepted by the One who comes as an outsider).
Themes of hospitality—strangers, aliens, welcome, hosts—weave their way
throughout the narrative and instruction of the Pentateuch. Israel’s progenitor, Abram,
answered God’s call to become a stranger. He left his country, his relatives, and his
father’s house, and marginalized himself in response to God’s call (Gen. 12:1). This
national beginning, which remembers the alien status of Abraham, informs the ethic of
hospitality found in the Law. Later, Abraham welcomes three strangers (Gen. 18). This
welcome serves as a cornerstone in covenant theology. Christian reflection recognizes
these acts of obedience and welcome as acts of faith (Heb. 11:9; 13:2), and in the context
of this welcome the covenant promises are reiterated. God’s call interrupted Abraham as
he went about his presumably routine life. God’s call was to a life of chosen
marginalization. Abraham was provided for and blessed by God as an alien, not through
an already established network of social relations (i.e., family, clans, and tribes).
Abraham, the self-identified stranger (Gen. 23:4), becomes the father of a nation
that self-identifies as “stranger” as a result of their sojourn in Egypt. Furthermore, Israel’s
status does not change when they finally settle in the land of Canaan. Rather, they are to
steward the land for God. “For the land is mine; for you are but aliens and sojourners
with me” (Lev. 25:23).
The repeated causal statement throughout the Torah that Israel, “shall not wrong a
stranger or oppress him, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt [emphasis mine]”
(Exod. 22:21) illustrates the importance of Israel’s identity as stranger to the national
ethic. The command requires empathy on the part of the nation of Israel. Exodus 23:9
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points more directly to empathy as the reason for Israel’s good treatment of the alien:
“And you shall not oppress a stranger, since you yourselves know the feelings of a
stranger, for you also were strangers in the land of Egypt.” Furthermore, the nation of
Israel is repeatedly commanded to provide care and acts of love and giving to the alien.
For example, Leviticus 19:10 provides guidelines for reaping that provides food for the
alien through gleaning, and Deuteronomy 24:14-21 details the positive treatment
expected from Israel toward the alien.
While some differences exist between the treatment of the stranger and the
treatment of the fellow Israelite, the Torah goes to some length to show that the Law
applies equally to both the sojourner/alien living within Israel and the biological
Israelite—both in terms of the expectation of following the Law and in terms of the
protection of the Law. Leviticus 24:22 declares, “There shall be one standard for you; it
shall be for the stranger as well as the native, for I am the LORD your God.” The phrase,
“any Israelite or any alien living among you,” in Numbers 15:15, 26, and 30 and
Leviticus 17, develops several particularities of this summary of the impartiality of the
Law as it regards the Israelite and the alien.
God’s gracious promise extracted the nation of Israel from the grasp of an
Egyptian pharaoh. God’s grace delivered the Torah to a nation that had only the promise
of a homeland, was estranged from their captor, and yet still without a home. God’s grace
remembered the stranger, Israel, and remembered the stranger to Israel in the Law.
Hospitality is predicated on the grace of God to the stranger, first in Israel, then through
Israel. The Pentateuch is the foundation upon which the biblical superstructure of
hospitality is built. These understandings of hospitality arise from the Torah itself and, as
such, were available to the socioreligious structure into which Jesus was born.
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Israel’s recorded relationship with God began with God’s relationship to
Abraham. By alluding to Abraham’s story, especially in the songs of Mary and Zacharias,
Luke links the God of the Abrahamic covenant to Jesus, whom he describes as the author
of the new covenantal relationship that his people have through Jesus (22:20). Luke binds
the identity of Jesus to the God of the covenant.
Jesus’ Identity as a Stranger in Luke
The relationship of stranger to a group can be strained, hostile, or even violent.
On the other hand, a group may welcome and accept a stranger. To talk of hospitality is
to talk about how social relationships should be, according to biblical ethic, between
those outside an established social group (i.e., strangers, aliens, marginalized) and those
within the dominant group (i.e., members, leaders). Luke’s Gospel emphasizes Jesus’
social identity in relationship to the dominant culture of his day as estranged—a stranger
among his own people.
The birth narrative in Luke. Beginning with the birth narrative as recorded in
Luke’s first two chapters and Jesus’ encounter with his hometown in 4:14-30, the
investigation of Jesus’ alienation from established society will focus on Jesus’ early
years. Then the investigation will spotlight the Emmaus road narrative in 24:13-35.
Finally, the central portion of Luke, the so-called travel narrative of 9:51-19:44 will
illustrate conclusively that when Luke’s Gospel identifies Jesus in terms of his
relationship to society, Jesus is described as a stranger. The primary identification of
Jesus in Luke’s Gospel is in terms of social relationships, not in terms that emphasize his
divine nature, preexistence, or ontology that one may find in John’s Gospel (e.g., John
1:1-18). This underscores and emphasizes the importance of Jesus’ identification as a
stranger in Luke.
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In Luke’s Gospel God is a powerful savior, and Luke portrays Jesus as the agent
of the power of God. Although a stranger, and although he is marginalized in relation to
society, Jesus is identified as the agent and possessor of God’s salvation and the recipient
and distributor of God’s salvific power.
Luke’s reader first encounters Jesus in Gabriel’s annunciation to Mary: “He will
be great, and will be called the Son of the Most High; and the Lord God will give Him
the throne of His father David” (1:32). Gabriel presents three titles for Jesus in the
Annunciation: Son of the Most High, Son of David (implied), and Son of God (1:32-35).
Gabriel also speaks of Jesus’ mission—to reign over the house of Jacob, Jesus is to be
king.
The birth of Jesus’ forerunner, John the Baptist, is foretold prior to Jesus’ birth.
John’s significance in Luke, as in all the gospels, is the preparation for the coming of the
“Lord” (1:17; Matt 3:3; Mark 1:2-3; John 1:23). Here, again, is language that places Jesus
in a high social status. The Magnificat bears an understanding of Jesus’ kingly promise,
speaking of the mighty acts of God in restoring an oppressed people. The reader of
Luke’s Gospel is set up for the birth of a mighty king.
Salvation language is introduced in Luke 1:68-71, on the lips of Zechariah, and
his song gives the impression that God’s salvation will be political in nature—a military,
kingly victory. He echoes Psalm 106:10, which refers to the Exodus and God’s national
salvation from the oppressive domination of an alien nation (Luke 1:71). Both the
Magnificat and Zechariah’s prophecy speak of God’s power to save his people from their
enemy (Luke 1:47, 68-69).
Then Luke turns his reader to the Roman political realm, offering Caesar
Augustus as the ruler of the entire then-known world (2:1). Luke seems to set up the
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reader to expect the birth of Jesus to be the birth of a mighty king who has come to
challenge the existing dominion of Rome. Into this context Luke relates the details of
Jesus’ marginalized birth.
Clearly Luke sets up an unmet expectation concerning the social role that Jesus
plays within the narrative. In 2:4-7, instead of the pomp and circumstance one would
expect on the birthday of a mighty king, Luke relates a simple story of a baby who begins
his life laid in a feeding trough away from the warmth of home. He was a stranger in a
“manger.” The holy family traveling to Joseph’s hometown either have no kin to receive
them, are estranged from their kinfolk in Bethlehem, or are not sufficiently important
within their own family for their family to clear a room for the birthing process. In any
case, one has only to note that Jesus was laid in an animals’ feeding trough to recognize
the marginality of Jesus’ immediate family, even within their own kinship network. Jesus
is born as a stranger in his ancestral land, a place where he should have been received.
Darrell L. Bock draws few conclusions about the social status of the holy family
from the birth narrative. He suggests that Jesus’ birth was humble, but does not go on to
ascribe any socioeconomic rationale to that humble beginning. Bock details correctly that
the account describes no search for a place, no harsh innkeeper, and no suggestion that
the parents are too poor to find acceptable lodging. “The setting presents a very humble
beginning for the future messianic king” (206).
While Bock’s contention holds true, the text begs the reader to take the further
step from “humble” birth to marginalized birth. Marginalization has to do largely with
social standing and powerlessness, social distance from the power structure, and a lack of
influence. Humility is possible in a person of influence; pride can exist in a marginalized
person. Jesus was humble as well as marginalized. The casual reader of Philippians 2:5-
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11 can observe this character trait in Jesus; however, Luke describes a picture with more
sociocultural hues in it as opposed to coloring in the details of the infant’s character
quality.
Brendan Byrne recognizes this marginalized beginning. He understands the “inn”
to be the caravansary, thus relegating Joseph’s family to a place even outside of the town.
He writes, “This ‘visitor from on high’ (1:78) finds no ‘room,’ no hospitality, in the city
which, as Son of David, he can rightly call his own. His birth takes place on the margins,
beginning a pattern to be realized over and over in his life and ministry” (32).
Green adds emphasis to this understanding of Jesus as marginalized from birth.
He argues convincingly that the word usually translated “inn” in the English is
problematic if one has in mind a commercial lodging place. Rather, Jesus was most likely
born at a relative’s house (Gospel of Luke 128-29). This understanding enhances the
force of the text. Jesus’ own relatives allowed him to be born in a manger, which suggests
Jesus’ parents’ low social status. Guests of higher station would presumably receive a
room in the house. Mary, Joseph, and, consequently, Jesus were marginalized even
among their own family—perhaps because of Mary’s status as an unwed mother.
The contrast between the powerful and the marginalized in the birth narrative
highlights issues of social relationship. God is the powerful one who saves Israel from its
enemies in faithfulness to the covenant relationship that exists between him and his
people. The disparity between that power (1:51-52, 68-71) and the powerlessness of
Jesus, the agent of God’s salvation (2:11), emphasizes Jesus’ identity as a marginalized
stranger. Jesus’ birth as recorded in Luke’s narrative shatters the expectations of the
reader and portrays a God who identifies with the marginalized in order to extend
salvation to an otherwise hopelessly marginalized nation, and eventually to the world.
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Jesus’ marginalization in his early ministry. As the narrative progresses and
Luke begins to write the account of Jesus’ early ministry, evidence of Jesus’
marginalization intensifies. Luke 4 continues the theme of rejection and alienation by
Jesus’ social network. This rejection appears concurrently with questions of Jesus’
identity. Ultimately, he is rejected in his own hometown, leaving under threat of death,
never to return again in Luke’s Gospel record. So while Bethlehem never receives this
stranger, Nazareth rejects Jesus completely, thereby marginalizing him and leaving Jesus
without hometown and disowned (from the standpoint of society) from his ancestral
heritage.
God introduced his salvation into the world through Jesus, born of marginalized
parents, and himself rejected and alienated by his culture and kin. In Jesus, the mighty
God (1:49) identifies with, and becomes one with, the marginalized.
The risen Christ in Luke. Not only does Luke identify the infant Jesus as a
stranger, he also presents the risen Christ as a stranger. In Luke 24, as the two disciples
journey toward Emmaus, they are met by the unrecognized Christ. The text (24:16) says
that “their eyes were prevented from recognizing Him.” For whatever reason, Jesus
remains a stranger to the disciples. In 24:28 the disciples extend hospitality to this
stranger with whom they had become acquainted on the road. Jesus received their
hospitality and became their guest for the evening meal (24:29). In a reversal of
guest/host roles, Jesus takes, blesses, breaks, and gives the bread to the disciples.
Although the hospitality theme clearly permeates the Emmaus account, the role
that Jesus plays in the story is ambiguous. Obviously he is guest, as they “urge” him to
stay with them, yet he behaves as a host. Perhaps this host behavior is just presumption
on Jesus’ part, but it continues a theme of ambiguous guest/host relations that surround
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Jesus’ interactions with those who would receive him. Luke develops this theme
throughout his Gospel, as in the boldness of Jesus to request lodging from Zaccheus
(19:5) or the demand of the guest room in which he and his disciples could eat the
Passover meal (22:11). Jesus takes an initiative that would be reserved for a host, and
Jesus brings blessing to the table—in Zaccheus’ case a restoration to the family of
Abraham, in the Upper Room, Eucharistic grace, and in the Emmaus meal, the gift of
recognition (24:11).
That Emmaus night illustrates powerfully the significance of Christian hospitality
in Luke’s Gospel, for Jesus was recognized by them in the breaking of the bread (Luke
24:30-31). The stranger behaves as the host at this table and brings blessing to the
disciples. In meeting the needs of the stranger, the disciples’ needs were met.
The homeless Son of Man in Luke. In addition to portraying Jesus as a stranger
at the commencement and consummation of his earthly interval, Luke also records Jesus’
self-identity as a stranger at a critical move in the Gospel. Jesus resolutely “sets his face
toward Jerusalem,” in 9:51, thus cementing his status as a traveler, dependent on others’
hospitality. David P. Moessner suggests that the theme of “journey-hospitality” is so
prominent in the travel narrative (9:51-19:44) of the Third Gospel, that it constitutes an
“organizing principle and hence the coherency of the entire section” (3).
In the travel narrative, Jesus is rejected by the Samaritans (Luke 9:51-56), thus
leaving him and, consequently, his disciples no connection to any major cultural group in
the area. The Jews reject him; even those rejected by the Jews (i.e., the Samaritans) reject
him. In this setting Jesus briefly encounters a would-be disciple who asserts that he
would be a true follower (9:57). To this man’s bold claim, Jesus issues an equally bold
counter-claim: “Foxes have holes and birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man has
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no place to lay his head” (9:58). According to Luke’s Gospel, Jesus’ statement is no
hyperbole. Jesus’ response reflects his lack of welcome among both the Jews and the
Samaritans. Jesus defines his own alien status; he is bereft of any social standing within
the dominant cultures of his day. Luke demonstrates positively that Jesus is clearly
marginalized in relationship to the dominant cultures of his day (i.e., he comes with no
social status to reinforce or give power to his message). He does not even have a home.
In the face of this alienation, the parable of the Good Samaritan reinforces the
necessity of offering hospitality to the stranger (Luke 10:25-37). In a way dissimilar to
those within the religious establishment, the marginalized Samaritan offers true
hospitality. The Samaritan is marginalized from the perspective of Jesus’ original
audience, namely an “expert in the law” and presumably others of his ilk. Also, the
Samaritan offers provision to the stranger while himself on a journey, demonstrating that
the locus of hospitality is not necessarily the home.
Jesus’ admonition, “Go and do the same” (Luke 10:37), extends the concept of
neighbor to include the stranger, the alien, and the marginalized. Showing mercy to the
stranger is not a new commandment of Jesus. Rather, he follows the very oldest teachings
of Judaism that exhort the people to show love to the alien and stranger (e.g., Deut
10:19). Jesus does not sound a generalized call to mercy but an admonition to show
mercy to those who otherwise have no social network to aid them—to strangers. This is
Christian hospitality.
Without a home, Jesus and his little band of disciples are highly dependent on the
hospitality that Jesus describes in the parable of the Good Samaritan (10:25-37). Directly
following this parable, in 10:38-42 Luke describes Jesus’ encounter with Martha, who in
John’s Gospel is described as a friend of Jesus (11:5). Luke’s account, however, is
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written as though this is Martha’s first encounter with Jesus: “Now as they were traveling
along, He entered a certain village; and a woman named Martha welcomed Him into her
home” (10:38). Luke emphasizes Martha’s welcome of Jesus as a stranger, without a
prior relationship indicated.
Throughout Luke’s Gospel Jesus remains a stranger among his own people, and
God’s grace works itself out to the stranger, the alien, and the marginalized through the
Divine Stranger. Jesus shares the good news that God offers salvation to the marginalized
by associating himself with those who, by the dominant Jewish society’s standards, were
themselves marginalized—toll collectors and sinners (Green, Gospel of Luke 570). Jesus’
association with the marginalized is, in itself, the good news. The savior meets the
stranger as a stranger. This message of hospitality, the stranger received in accepting
welcome by God’s grace, cannot be divorced from the medium of hospitality, that Jesus
accepts the stranger as a Stranger.
The Christian leader’s theological basis for practicing hospitality is grounded in
the hospitable acts of the marginalized Jesus himself. Although God’s powerful agent of
salvation, Jesus’ identity and mission were worked out from the very margins of society,
often at the table of a sinner. The strong suggestion is that in order to receive God’s
salvation, the one central to the established religious society must move toward the
margins of society.
Jesus’ redefinition of social boundaries as a guest. One way Luke demonstrates
the necessity of moving toward the margins is in his record of the ministry of John the
Baptist. Luke records different groups of people “coming out” to be baptized by John in
the Jordan (3:7). The spatial language used is important and highlights the social
direction involved with accepting John’s ministry. In the ministry of John the Baptist
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salvation is found outside of the dominant religio-cultural center of temple observances.
The Christian leader who wants to lead in a Christlike manner must remember
that the Savior was a stranger, dependent on others’ hospitality. Three vignettes of
hospitable moments from Luke’s Gospel illustrate the salvation that Jesus brings from the
margins. Each episode begins with a disgruntled group of people. In 5:29-32 and 15:1-2
the Pharisees and the teachers of the law grumble. In 19:7 Luke has the grumbling on the
lips of the “people.” The groups observe Jesus’ table fellowship with those whom they
label “sinners.” In a dominant culture that dissociated from anyone considered a sinner,
Jesus associated with the sinner, thus lowering his social status.
Luke notes that the people grumble against Jesus. In the Septuagint the word that
Luke uses (diego,gguzon) almost exclusively refers to the Israelite people involved in the
wilderness wandering (e.g., Exod. 15:24, 16:2). Luke vilifies the dominant culture using
this word. He demonstrates that they are out of step with the gracious promise of God to
deliver the oppressed wanderer who, in the Exodus account, was Israel itself. What is
notable about these instances of table fellowship is that Jesus, although himself
marginalized by associating with the sinner, brings healing, wholeness, and restoration to
the marginalized ones.
In Luke 5:30-31, while a guest in the home of Levi, Jesus calls a tax-collector to
be in the circle of his closest associates. In this setting, Jesus reiterates his mission
statement—in essence, that he came to call sinners to repentance. The focus of his
mission (to sinners) could arguably have been accomplished by Jesus standing at a
distance and requiring the sinner to repent prior to Jesus’ acceptance of the sinner. Jesus
did not behave that way. Rather, Jesus chose to become guilty in the eyes of the Pharisees
by association with the sinner. He chose to become marginalized in the eyes of the
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dominant culture. “Jesus thus behaves toward these outsiders, these unclean,
contemptible persons of ignoble status, as though they were acceptable, as though they
were his own kin” (Green, Gospel of Luke 571). Jesus accepts the marginalized, thereby
becoming marginalized himself.
In Luke 15, Jesus tells three parables in response to the accusation that he was a
guest of sinners. In each parable the protagonist, the one most arguably identifiable with
God, displays low social status within the dominant culture. In the first parable, the
protagonist is a shepherd, a lower-class occupation. In the second parable the protagonist
is a woman, a lower-class gender. The parables culminate in a story in which the father
denies the conventions of his status and instead accepts the abuse of his younger son, then
hoists his robes and runs to meet him when he returns home after having disgraced
himself and, presumably, his family. The parables point to divine condescension in
pursuit of the lowly.
Luke 19 may be the most interesting instance of the stranger bringing salvation. In
19:6-7 the social roles adopted by Zacchaeus and Jesus are clearly defined. Jesus is the
guest and Zacchaeus is the host:
“Stay at your house” and “welcome” are unmistakable references to
hospitality. This signifies from Jesus’ point of view that he hopes, in the
context of a shared meal, to forge a relationship with Zaccheus in which
the unifying dynamic is the good news of the kingdom. (Green, Gospel of
Luke 670)
The good news of the kingdom becomes the basis for a guest/host relationship, yet in
19:9, Jesus proclaims salvation for the host. At the very least, this salvation includes a
return to social standing among the people of Israel. The stranger reinstates the host in a
typically Lukan reversal of roles.
These three vignettes, framed by grumbling, powerfully illustrate that Jesus
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maintained a position of power from which he brought to bear gifts of grace and
reconciliation to the ones who were socially ostracized, even though he was clearly
marginalized from the perspective of the dominant Pharisaic culture of his day.
Jesus at the interstice. In Luke’s Gospel, God works powerfully through the One
who exists on the edges of social acceptability. God chooses to manifest his salvation to
the world in the seemingly illegitimate son of a socially unimportant Jewish family.
Notably, God’s salvation did not establish a new dominant culture; rather, the agent of
Israel’s salvation lived on the margins of society as a stranger, rejected by those who set
the socioreligious boundaries of the day. In a move that defied the social strata of his day,
Jesus called those established within the predominant culture to move toward the margins
of society in order to take part in the salvation that God offers to the poor and those of
lowest status.
Interstices are social gaps between statuses. Luke shows Jesus to have an
interstitial identity in relationship to God and humanity. Jesus bridges the otherwise
impassible gap between God and humanity.
François Bovon notes, “Typically Lukan is … the intertwining of glory and
lowliness. Hosts of angels accompany a humble birth … God and humanity meet in the
events of Christmas. Luke knows how to make this encounter vivid … in history” (93).
This intertwining is typical of Luke because in Luke’s Gospel Jesus is an interstitial
figure—neither within, nor completely outside of the dominant establishment. To
accomplish this interstitial identity, Luke portrays Jesus as both thoroughly Jewish and as
somehow alien within his own nation. In a sense Jesus is considered a teacher of
righteousness (e.g., 2:46; 4:15), while, at the same time, bucking the righteousness that
the dominant group, the Pharisees, demand (e.g., 5:30).
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Also, Jesus becomes both stranger and host in Luke’s Gospel (e.g., the three
vignettes highlighted above and the Emmaus road account). Hospitable leadership is
based in the identity of Jesus as both stranger and host. In this relationship he could
encounter the sinner yet still bring a message of grace and reconciliation. In the Lukan
material the medium of Jesus’ message was hospitality. His was not an instrumental
strategy; it was an identity. Not only was the medium of Jesus’ message hospitality, but
the message itself is hospitality. The good news that the grace of God extends to sinners
came to life in the person of Christ. He modeled hospitality—the welcome of strangers—
bringing grace to the table even as a stranger. The table fellowship he enjoyed with
sinners models the spiritual reality of welcome into God’s household. Jesus’ interstitial
identity allowed him to lead others to God’s grace.
Jesus’ identity was Stranger and Savior, together. Christian leaders who are
seeking a hospitable practice of leadership can ground their leadership in the interstitial
identity of Jesus as the Divine Stranger.
Jesus, the Divine Stranger
In understanding Jesus’ divine identity, Richard Bauckham’s argument for a high
Christology is helpful. Bauckham suggests that Second Temple Judaism, the primary
culture out of which the New Testament arose, did not primarily deal in ontological or
essential categories in relation to God. Rather, they understood God in relationship to his
saving acts and his relationship with their progenitors. Revealed elements of Yahweh’s
unique identity are then applied to understanding the divine nature, not vice versa.
Bauckham states, “Identity concerns who God is; nature concerns what God is or what
divinity is” (8). So for the monotheist, the concept of divinity is filled with meaning by
the identity of the unique God, and the nature of God can be understood through the
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identity of the only true God.
“Identity is a result of the distinction from the other and [original emphasis] the
internalization of the relationship to the other” (Volf 66). If this statement is true, and if
God is allowed to establish his own identity, then the Gospel of Luke suggests that there
God has internalized a relationship with the poor and the helpless and the marginalized
(e.g., the Isaianic scroll of 4:18-20 or the parables of chapter 15). Luke also suggests that
God has internalized a relationship with Jesus who is uniquely his Son from the record of
Jesus’ baptism (3:22). God identifies with the poor and with Jesus.
Marianne Meye Thompson seeks to engage the concept of the identity of God by
asserting that the word “‘god’ is not a proper name, but a term that makes predication
about the person or reality so named” (22). If “god” serves as a label, then it must be
filled with meaning through its relationship to other events or in relationship to people:
Because “God” needs to be made precise, authors typically predicate a
relationship of God to a person, or persons. Clearly it is not enough to say
“god”; one must specify how that God is known or identified, or by whom
that God is honored. (27)
In Luke’s Gospel examples of these predicating relationships are found throughout
chapter 1: in Gabriel’s visit to Zacharias, “the Lord their God” (1:16); in the Magnificat,
“God my Savior” (1:47); in Zacharias’ Song, “the Lord God of Israel” (1:68) to name just
three.
Thompson also notes that “God” need not always be qualified by relationship to
another person or event. In the monotheistic culture of Judaism, God can also be found as
a name “by the way it is used, much the way ‘Dad’ or ‘Mom’ functions for children as
the name of their parent” (23). One can find easy examples of this use throughout Luke’s
Gospel as well.
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Following Bauckham and Thompson, then, in the book of Luke God is first
identified in the events surrounding the advent of Jesus. Zacharias describes Jesus’ birth
as the visitation and redemption of the Lord God of Israel (1:68). He understands the role
of his son, the Baptizer, to be the preparation of the people of Israel for the salvation of
God who alone is the savior of Israel.
Interestingly, in Luke’s Gospel, John the Baptist never makes the proclamation
that Jesus is the one for whom he prepares the way (see 7:19). Nevertheless, Luke does
connect the ministries of Jesus and John through the promised sending of the Holy Spirit.
The Baptist identifies the one for whom he prepares the way as the one who will baptize
“with the Holy Spirit and with fire” (3:16). Luke’s Gospel foreshadows the fulfillment of
this prophecy (i.e., the coming of the Holy Spirit) in the words of the risen Christ in
24:49: “And behold, I am sending forth the promise of My Father upon you; but you are
to stay in the city until you are clothed with power from on high.” Then, the events of
Pentecost in Acts 2 fulfill Jesus’ words and allow Luke’s reader to identify Jesus as the
one for whom John the Baptist prepares the way. Luke makes clear through these
connections that in Jesus God comes to save his people Israel.
Perhaps more pointed are the words of Simeon in reference to the infant Jesus
whom he held in his arms: “My eyes have seen Thy salvation” (2:30). Luke clearly
identifies Jesus with God. Jesus is God’s salvation, and in that salvation God visits his
people. In that salvation Luke demonstrates the marginalization of God. Bauckham
asserts that Jesus’ earthly mission transformed the very identity of God:
When early Christians included Jesus himself, a human being, humiliated
and exalted, in the identity of God; when they told the story of Jesus … as
the story of God’s own human obedience, humility, degradation and death,
were they not saying something radically new about the identity of God?
(71)
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Luke writes of a God whose identity is not that of the elite or powerful; rather, the
Mighty One of 1:49 identifies with the marginalized one of 2:7, who is the rejected and
despised one of 17:25. God’s identity includes marginalization for the sake of mission—a
God who reaches out to the rejected and despised, a God who restores those whom
society has cast out by himself going to the marginalized and powerless.
Luke characterizes God as one who, in Jesus, was rejected and despised and cast
out. Because of the very character of God, Christian leaders are compelled to reach out to
those who are marginalized and estranged from society and to incorporate that marginal
identity into themselves. The character of God demands that Christian leaders move
toward the margins to stand in solidarity with those on the margins with whom God
identifies so closely, who inhabit such a central place in the mission of God in Jesus.
Overview of the Study
Chapter one has developed the biblical foundation for hospitable leadership using
Luke’s Gospel to demonstrate that God, in Jesus, has identified with the marginalized in
an effort to extend salvation to all. Chapter 2 describes the current literature concerning
hospitality and those social issues that intersect with the discussion. Chapter 3 outlines
the project in its entirety, while Chapter 4 summarizes all the data that was collected.
Finally, Chapter 5 draws conclusions and develops a normative understanding of
hospitable leadership.
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CHAPTER 2
THE LITERATURE
Hospitality
Through hospitality the unbeliever finds a place among the Christian community.
No other way exists for the outsider to belong, except through the open embrace of the
insider, drawing the other into fellowship. In Acts, Barnabas embraced Saul of Tarsus,
providing an excellent model of the insider’s warm acceptance of the outsider. When
Saul was converted on the road to Damascus, he was the quintessential outsider in
relation to the Jewish Christians. Barnabas was a Christian leader; he extended hospitality
to the former persecutor and bridged the enormous social gap between the frightened
Christians and the outsider (Acts 9:27). Although hospitable practice forms a basic ethic
for all followers of Jesus, hospitality remains the special responsibility of church
leadership to model and emphasize (1 Tim. 3:2; Tit. 1:8).
In spite of this clear commendation of the practice of hospitality to the Christian
leader, hospitality rarely shows up in church leadership literature. A renewed interest in
hospitality within the life of the church in the last few years has focused on the nuts and
bolts of how a church can practice acts of welcome, hospitality as a metaphor for
ministry, the importance of hospitality to the renewal of ministry, and why hospitality is
important to the Christian tradition (e.g., Pohl, Hershberger, Mains). Nevertheless, no
systematic model has emerged that extends the practice of hospitality as an overarching
concern for leaders in the church.
In an effort to discover issues related to the development of a hospitable model of
church leadership, the literature reviewed in this chapter explores the issues that
challenge Christian leaders who seek to embrace a truly hospitable leadership practice. It
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describes why hospitality in postmodern North American culture takes on increased
importance. It examines literature from sociology and anthropology in an effort to
understand hospitality in terms of social categories. Finally, it summarizes issues found in
the current leadership literature that intersect with the interests of leaders who wish to
embrace the practice of hospitality.
Increased Need for Hospitality in Postmodern Culture
In seeking to contextualize the New Testament’s practice of hospitality to the
church today, one must understand the culture of North America at the beginning of the
third millennium. Mostly as a reaction against the ideals of modernism, this American
generation has embraced a postmodern way of thinking marked by a loss of objective
truth, a loss of the meta-narrative, and a clinging to community in an effort to regain
purpose and meaning.
“Postmodern thinkers have given up the search for universal ultimate truth
because they are convinced that there is nothing more to find than a host of conflicting
interpretations or an infinity of linguistically created worlds” (Grenz 163). Because of
this concession to relativism, postmodern thinkers are not interested in the traditional
analytical apologetic. Truth has to be lived out experientially, not proven propositionally;
it must become true for the individual. Therefore, the church, in order to reach
unbelievers in North America, cannot rely solely on a logical presentation of premises
and syllogism. Rather, the church must show that the truth of the gospel works in real
life—that it brings peace, wholeness, and purpose to an otherwise fragmented life.
If the gospel “works” in an individual’s life, then the individual can begin to
adopt the biblical story as that individual’s coherent narrative to bring the pieces of life
together. Postmodern thinkers tend to fragment truth, thus disallowing the existence of a
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narrative that pulls all the pieces of life together. After all, if truth is a matter of
individual taste, then an overarching meta-narrative, which draws the fragments of life
together and makes meaning out of them, cannot exist.
Because the postmodern thinker rejects the existence of an absolute, the best
criterion that remains to determine truth is the pragmatic test of what works in life
experience. The modern understanding of the church leader’s role as the one who
understands and interprets truth for congregants becomes almost moot against the
philosophical backdrop of postmodernism that rejects the absolute nature of truth. For the
church to communicate truth within a cultural-philosophical context that responds to
pragmatism demands that the church demonstrates markedly different lives—attractive
lives—lives that illustrate that Christianity works. Instead of the church majoring on the
proclamation of an intellectual analysis of the truth claims of Scripture, the church for the
postmodern must live in a way that demonstrates the superiority of Christianity over
other philosophies of life.
The tension in postmodernity between the community and the individual has
given rise to the helpful construct, “the individual in community.” Postmoderns tend to
understand themselves as individuals, yet in relation to a community, in contrast to the
modern thinker who tended to understand “rugged individualism” as the ideal.
Robert N. Bellah et al. highlight the fragmentary force of individualism in the
conclusion of their landmark work:
[Social ecology] is damaged by the destruction of the subtle ties that bind
human beings to one another, leaving them frightened and alone. It has
been evident for some time that unless we begin to repair the damage to
our social ecology, we will destroy ourselves long before natural
ecological disaster has time to be realized. (284)
Another writer concludes, “[Hospitality] is at risk of disappearing in the modern
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and post-modern cultures, where a different ethic of individualism and isolation has
seized the day” (Morgan 535).
In seeking to illustrate an attractive life, the healthy Christian community has an
advantage in the postmodern setting because one of the cravings of the postmodern is to
be bound in a validating community:
The postmodern consciousness … focuses on the group. Postmoderns live
in self-contained social groups, each of which has its own language,
beliefs, and values. As a result, postmodern relativistic pluralism seeks to
give place to the “local” nature of truth. Beliefs are held to be true within
the context of the communities that espouse them. (Grenz 15)
Binding the stranger into a validating community is precisely where hospitality becomes
vital. In this setting an initial welcome into a genuine community of faith is the first step
to initiation and communion with the church.
The unique opportunity for the church today, especially as regards hospitality, is
creating a dynamic community with an ethos of belonging where the non-Christian can
observe the grand narrative of Christianity worked out in genuine community:
A sense of belonging places seekers in the position of observer-participant
so that they can learn what the gospel is all about.… Through this process
the seeker comes to know when he or she is ready to make a personal
decision to fully identify with the Lord and the body of Christ. (Gibbs
199)
The gospel, coupled with the “one anothers” of Scripture provide an important guide at
this point, as the ethics of the Bible, well-followed, lead the church in authentic
community living. Stanley J. Grenz explains, “What … [unbelieving postmoderns] want
to see is a people who live out the gospel in wholesome, authentic, and healing
relationships” (169). The Christian leader that wants to respond to postmodernity in
North America will lead people into authentic, welcoming, loving relationships.
Loving community is not a new apologetic. Within the early Church, life in
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community served as a demonstration of the love of God and the power of God to
transform lives and communities. Since its inception Christianity has always “worked,”
and that has always been an attraction principle to those outside the community of faith.
Jesus recognized the apologetic of loving community in John 17:20-21 where he claimed
that the unity of the Church with the Father and Son would result in effective evangelism:
I do not ask on behalf of these alone, but for those also who believe in Me
through their word; that they may all be one; even as Thou, Father, art in
Me, and I in Thee, that they also may be in Us; that the world may believe
that Thou didst send me.
The yearning for belonging and relationship provides the church a great
opportunity for ministry. If the church can create a place for the postmodern person to
belong, then the worldview of Christianity, including the biblical meta-narrative and a
godly value system, will have a greater opportunity to be adopted by the outsider. The
leadership challenge for the biblically committed church leader is to create a belonging
culture that provides space for the unorthodox while maintaining the exclusive truth
claims of Scripture in a relativistic world—a daunting challenge.
Postmodern America seems driven in two competing directions: increasingly
fragmented relationships and the longing for authentic relationships. Patrick R. Kiefert
explores this tension and offers an explanation for the loss of hospitality within the local
church. Referring to Bellah et al.’s work, he notes the rise of expressive individualism
within the North American context (29). As expressive individualists, the North
American worshipper requires an intimate context in which to practice worship that is
perceived as a disclosure of the deepest inner self. Nevertheless, Keifert reminds the
church that intimacy is a two-edged sword: “The ideology of intimacy is powerful … and
it can exclude as well as embrace. The extended family can become a small clique that
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establishes the norms for worship; its needs and interests become the focus of worship”
(29).
Hospitality suggests that intimacy need not be exclusive but welcomes those who
are different into the intimate places of community life. “Openness to the stranger, and to
letting the stranger be, is resisted by the basic dynamics of community formation. An
intimate community is formed by an act of exclusion—‘we’ are in and ‘they’ are out”
(Palmer 130). The force of this statement is in its very truth. Perhaps in positing a
hospitable church, a re-visioning of community is in order, a community built on
inclusion instead of exclusion. Perhaps the greatest challenge for the inclusive
community is maintaining identity and boundaries, those things that make the institution
distinct in the first place, while simultaneously welcoming those who have not yet
embraced the identity, beliefs, and values that define the community.
Postmodernity challenges the Church to accept and include those who have not
yet embraced the major tenets of the faith. Hospitality offers a helpful construct from
which to view this challenge.
Hospitality as Interstitial Movement
While not the only way to understand hospitality, the church leader may helpfully
approach the concept of hospitality in terms of social movement across statuses (i.e., the
movement from stranger to member, from outsider to insider). Status is often implicit,
although some markers exist that define moments of status change, and between statuses
lie social gaps, known as interstices. For the hospitably minded leader, the interstices
become important. This section looks at the social gaps found between statuses within
church relationships and focuses on Christian leaders as those who bridge the interstices.
Hospitality is a category of social interaction. Social relationships exist within the
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medium of either hospitality or inhospitality. Bridging interstices in an effort to facilitate
a stranger’s movement toward inclusion in a group is a key component of hospitality.
Two social forces can be observed within an institution. One force draws those
from outside the group into group membership; the other draws the members of the group
together in stronger bonds. The former force is facilitated by those within the group
reaching out to those outside the institution, forming a bridge where outsiders and
insiders can meet. The latter force competes with the former and can create difficulty for
outsiders who would seek to build relationships with the existing members of the group.
Richard Sennet has characterized these two social forces:
Bonding relationships consist of those associations which are “inwardlooking and tend to reinforce exclusive identities and homogeneous
groups.” This is the realm of face-to-face; it remains strong. Bridging
relationships are “outward-looking and encompass people across diverse
social cleavages.” This is the civic realm of strangers, and it is growing
ever weaker. (29)
Some church leaders attempt to address the complexities of bonding and bridging
relationships through small group structures. In these groups both types of relationships
exist. John Ed Mathison describes this principle. He writes, “The purpose of these small
groups is to minister to the world and to the community itself. The directional force of
each community is both in and out” (21).
Rick Warren does not use the language of social science or hospitality to describe
this movement across the interstices, but his book describes this process. Warren’s
unwritten thesis is that a truly hospitable church creates bridge experiences that allow the
unknown to become a stranger, to become a guest, a friend, and then a member. The
purpose of the bridging system is to create a welcoming ethos within the church. Warren
calls this seeker-sensitivity (251).
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Warren identifies five social statuses within the institutional church that require a
“workable process to turn seekers into saints, turn consumers into contributors, turn
members into ministers, and turn an audience into an army” (46). He labels these
different statuses: Community, Crowd, Congregation, Committed, and Core. He
instituted a system of classes to move people from the outer ring of a bulls-eye target
(Community) through to the center of the institution (Core). Conceived this way,
Warren’s “workable process” is a hospitable system that bridges four significant
interstices—one between each of the statuses.
From the perspective of hospitality, one of the geniuses of The Purpose Driven
Church is that it provides a system of bridges across the interstices found in church life.
Church attendees can define their entry into the life of the church. This system hospitably
allows the individual to approach their entry into the life of the institution at their own
pace. Warren suggests a four seminar process, each seminar punctuated by a different
commitment (e.g., a decision to follow Christ or a decision to join a small group). By
advertising the process, everyone who attends Warren’s church for a season knows what
is expected of an individual that wants to further their connection with the church. The
process is encouraged for all persons yet not coerced. Attendees also have a common
vocabulary for understanding the process.
Unless a clearly articulated system is in place when a person approaches an
interstice, potential exists for social awkwardness. Without invitation and encouragement,
some (perhaps many) may be hesitant to make the transition. Movement across the four
interstices draws an individual from not knowing about the institution toward deepening
levels of involvement. In a taxonomy that highlights the vocabulary of hospitality, the
first gap comes between not knowing about the institution and knowing and may be
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labeled Unknown-to-Stranger. The second gap lies between having never had significant
contact with the church and approaching the church to interact with it in a preliminary
fashion, Stranger-to-Guest. The third interstice could be called Guest-to-Friend and
involves the guest committing to pursue the lifestyle ethics of Christianity and choosing
to work those standards out within the fellowship of the particular institution. Not until
the final interstice, Friend-to-Missioner, does the one who has made a commitment to
pursue Jesus’ standards for life becomes fully committed to the mission of the local
church, often choosing to lead in an area of ministry. In this sense, movement across the
interstices begins the leadership development process within the church.
Theologically, Wesleyans recognize God’s grace—prevenient, justifying, and
sanctifying—and the crisis moments attendant to these movements, as prime interstitial
movers across interstices. The church—the body of Christ—facilitates the social
movement, and socially something has to happen at each interstice to help the noninvolved progress. While not completely accurate to compartmentalize the “theological”
and the “social,” especially considering the Lukan materials in which God’s salvation is
mediated through, around, and in spite of existing social structures, some value remains
in framing the interstitial movement as primarily sociological/relational for the purposes
of this discussion. That value lies in highlighting those areas in which Christian leaders
play an especially immediate role, as opposed to those in which the sovereignty of God
and the promptings of the Holy Spirit work internally within the life of the individual.
Unknown-to-stranger. In this taxonomy the difference between the unknown
and the stranger is that the stranger is “near.” The unknown has no contact with the local
church. Because “the people your church is most likely to reach are those who match the
existing culture of your church” (Warren 174), the unknown population is likely a
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marginalized group in relation to the local church population. For example, if the church
is a middle-class or wealthy congregation, then the unknowns are likely poverty level.
Regardless of the nature of the unknown population, theological precedent exists for
seeking the one who is far away from God. Ephesians 2:13 reminds the reader that “in
Christ Jesus you who once were far away have been brought near through the blood of
Christ.” In the Ephesians’ case, the “far away” were Gentiles. Those who are far away are
loved by God. In Luke’s Gospel the father of the prodigal ran to meet the returning child
while he was “still a long way off” (15:20).
The church’s responsibility to the unknown lies in the need for an expanded
presence in the community in an effort to make more strangers. Put another way, the
church’s hospitable responsibility lies in its effort to meet those who are previously
unknown to the church and thus create a larger category of those who have had contact
with the local church but still have not begun a relationship with the church (whom we
have labeled strangers).
Many churches use marketing strategies to bridge the gap between the unknown
and the stranger: direct mail advertising, block parties, and outreach events all seek to
connect people to the local church. Drawing near to the unknown is often a result of
programs like Servant Evangelism (see Sjogren). While these programs are generally not
wholly hospitable, as they tend toward the instrumental and they generally do not call
into question the issues of justice and social stratification that biblical hospitality address,
they do seek to bridge the first interstice. Hospitable church leaders seek to perform acts
of kindness and intentional outreaches with an eye toward the marginalized, generating a
hospitable practice where once existed a marketing gimmick. This first interstice lays the
foundation for a truly hospitable welcome at the point of invitation.
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Stranger-to-guest. Although often implicit and always ambiguous, a difference
between the stranger and the guest exists. In Western culture, hospitality is often only
offered once a boundary has been well established between stranger and guest. In other
words, North Americans tend to shy away from inviting strangers into their home; rather,
the culture accepts having guests over. In the biblical materials, often the practice of
hospitality begins while the ambiguity of relationship remains intact. Even the etymology
of the Greek term for hospitality, philoxenia, which can be rendered rather woodenly,
“love of strangers,” suggests that the unknown character of the other plays a central role
in the practice known as hospitality. Parker J. Palmer offers a definition of hospitality that
necessitates the existence of ambiguity in the relationship between stranger and guest.
“Hospitality means letting the stranger remain a stranger while offering acceptance
nonetheless” (68).
Rebecca Abts Wright explores this interesting “transition” between the stranger
and guest in the Old Testament. She suggests that in the Old Testament the foot-washing
ritual often marked the transition between being a stranger and being a guest. “[Foot
washing was] the [original emphasis] public act signifying that a hospitality relationship
has been entered into, that the participants willingly take on their respective roles of guest
and host” (157).
Luke offers an example of greeting rituals and their significance in the culture in
which Jesus lived. In Luke 7, Jesus is found reclining at table in a Pharisee’s house. The
setting clearly highlights hospitality categories. Verses 44-46 detail three greeting rituals
that were in effect during Jesus’ time: foot washing, a kiss, and anointing with oil. While
the particularities of the ancient rituals are not necessarily models to be followed in the
twenty-first century, they do emphasize the importance of the ritual process in
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establishing social relationships in an ambiguous situation. The neglect of hospitality by
the Pharisee was interpreted by Jesus as a lack of love. The administration of hospitable
behavior by the sinful woman resulted in the forgiveness of many sins.
Rituals erase, or at least ease, the social ambiguity found in the interstice. In new
settings, the interested looks of others can be perceived as stares, and uncomfortable
tension shrouds relationships when ambiguity exists. “An inhospitable space is one in
which we feel invisible, or visible but on trial” (Palmer 67). The church can employ
rituals at various interstices in order to mediate ambiguity. The use of visitor name tags,
the welcome of parking lot greeters, giving gifts to first-time guests, as well as words of
welcome at coffee hour, all serve as important rituals in different churches in North
America today. Appropriate greeting rituals provide bridges for the unknown and the
stranger to navigate easily as they become the guest and, eventually, friend of the church.
Guest-to-friend. Often an extended period of ambiguity accompanies the gap
between guest and friend. The oft-heard anecdote of the church member who approaches
a “visitor” and says, “It’s good to have you visit today,” only to find out that the “visitor”
has attended for six months illustrates this reality. Without a marker, the guest may
remain in an ambiguous relationship to the institution (and its members) indefinitely.
Where the unknown, stranger, and guest all denote various stages of being outside
the group, the term “friend” involves a move from “outsider” status to “insider” status.
The friend is one who makes a formal commitment to the people and the mission of the
church. Often, in the local church, this status is marked by acceptance into church
“membership.” Membership has various meanings for different congregations.
Membership status is gained in some churches simultaneously with baptism, in some
churches after a class on polity and discipline, or after attending three or four times.
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Often in the evangelical church, depending on the polity of the church, the member is
allowed a vote and the possibility of positional leadership on board and committees after
making the shift from guest to friend.
Friend-to-missioner. The missioner is one who participates in the mission of
Jesus on earth as expressed by the local church body. A disconcerting conclusion warns,
“If people who join a church do not become involved in the first six months in a
meaningful ministry and a small group, fifty percent of them will remain permanently
inactive” (Galloway 53). This warning suggests that leaders within the church would do
well to concentrate on bridging the gaps between guest and missioner by involving the
friend in the mission of the church as quickly as possible. Effectively done, bridging the
gap quickly would reduce the number of friends (the ones who simply agree with the
tenets of the institution without participating in its mission), subsequently strengthening
the ministry base of the church.
“Missioners,” by virtue of their participation in the mission of the church, lead
others toward, and into, that mission. Interstitial movement is movement toward
participation in the mission of the church. Therefore, if the church’s hospitality includes
concern for the poor, as a biblical understanding of hospitality does, then the movement
toward the “center” of the life of the church is a movement toward the poor and
marginalized in the community. Movement toward the “center” is movement outward to
the margins.
Hospitality Bridges Interstices with Rites of Passage
Rites of passage bridge the gaps between social statuses. Rites of passage mark
the status of those in a given society and, by performance or lack of it, allow some to
become more central to a society, some to remain on the margins of the society, and some
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to remain at status quo.
The three phases of a rite of passage include “separation, margin (or limen,
signifying “threshold” in Latin), and aggregation” (Turner 94). This process can be seen
within many Christian traditions in the process of ordination. Separation happens when
the initiate is declared by the judicatory to be enrolled in the process. Liminality often
lasts several years, a time during which the novice is not fully vested with institutional
authority (e.g., cannot hold certain offices or perform certain sacerdotal functions).
Finally a ceremony is performed in which some high-ranking judicatory official seals the
community’s decision to vest authority in the new leader.
The use of rites of passage to bridge interstices is not new to church life. It is
integral to the traditions of the Church. Local churches have used rites in different ways
throughout the centuries. For example, in most Protestant denominations today baptism
or membership or both serves as a social marker, facilitating the movement of the
“outsider” to “insider” status. Sometimes novitiate status (liminal) precedes baptism.
Some denominations separate entry into the faith (baptism, or the saying of a “sinner’s
prayer”) and the entry into church membership. If theology and practice separate the two
activities, often some catechetical process culminates in membership into the organized
body. Sometimes public agreement to membership vows becomes the ritual entrance into
the institution of the church. Whatever the structure of the system, usually a rite of
passage exists to move an outsider into formal association within the church.
The initiation of meaningful rites of passage is one way that the leader can
facilitate the creation of a hospitable institution. The challenge becomes initiating rites of
passage that bond the participant to the values of hospitality. A. H. Matthias Zahniser
writes about the importance of rites of passage to community development:
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Initiates not only bond to the community in a new way through a rite of
passage, they also bond to the beliefs and values of that community. This
discipling function of the rite of passage process—bonding to meaning
[original emphasis]—makes rites of passage a powerful tool for discipling.
(96)
If rites of passage serve to bond the Christian initiate to the beliefs and values of
church community, then clarity must exist in the minds of the leader and the Christian
community as to the purpose, function, and identity of the church. If, as Luke’s Gospel
suggests, the mission of the church lies at the margins of society, then the church must
bond its initiates to the understanding that the church exists to serve the needy and
powerless. A more thoughtfully developed philosophy of ritual could disciple more
effectively and bond the initiate to a truer understanding of church membership and
mission.
Evangelical Protestantism denies a richness of heritage when it limits the use of
ritual. Perhaps out of fear of high church structure or hierarchy, churches sometimes
jettison the very experiences necessary within social life to order relationships. Providing
order across the interstices is a hospitable practice as it facilitates the movement of
outsiders toward the inside of the institution. It reduces the uncertainty and fear that an
outsider may feel upon entering a group for the first time.
Reducing fear for the outsider and for the guest as they deepen in their connection
to the life of the church is inherently hospitable; however, even though fear often
accompanies the interstice, the Christian leader may benefit greatly from living in the
interstice—living in liminality:
Communitas breaks in through the interstices of structure, in liminality; at
the edges of structure in marginality; and from beneath structure, in
inferiority. It is almost everywhere held to be sacred or “holy,” possibly
because it transgresses or dissolves the norms that govern structured and
institutionalized relationships and is accompanied by experiences of
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unprecedented potency. (Turner 128)
In Victor Turner’s analysis, liminality does not function negatively, as though it
should be eliminated. The process includes liminality as a purifier, as a time of reflection.
He makes the point that the rite of passage enables the hierarchical structure of the
society to disappear for the duration of the rite, in essence leveling the social patterns that
exist at other times. This leveling is the liminal phase of the rite:
A model of human interrelatedness … emerges recognizably in the liminal
period … of society as an unstructured or rudimentarily structured and
relatively undifferentiated communitas, community or even communion of
equal individuals who submit together to the general authority of the ritual
elders. (96)
In applying Turner’s model to the church, the creation of rites of passage that
include definite periods of liminality, could work toward creating a culture of liminality,
or true communitas. Furthermore, although Turner suggests that society cannot exist
without hierarchical structure (129), Jesus suggests that the church is an alternative social
structure. In this case, the goal of the rite of passage would be to bond the initiate to the
interstices, to create a social environment where liminality was the norm, where bridges
are long and wide and where the leaders found themselves living in the interstice in an
effort to be bridges for others. “Unfortunately, we have lost the ancient sense of
hospitality as a bridge between strangers, a bond in which ‘lies hidden the idea of
humanity and human fellowship’” (Palmer 67).
A redefinition of the leader’s role becomes necessary. Jesus’ familiar discourse in
John 13 about the servanthood of the leader calls the Christian leader to recognize that
leadership within the church resides in finding oneself at the feet of others in truly
alternative social structures.
The leaders’ responsibility in bridging the interstices. The Christian leader
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who follows Jesus’ example lives in the gaps. In other words, the leader bridges the
interstice. Furthermore, a hospitable leader helps other people become bridges. They are
an interstitial species, creating a culture of social bridges. People at all levels of maturity
and social status can become bridges for others to cross into the life and ministry of the
church. Regardless of institutional position, leadership as influence (Maxwell,
Developing the Leader within You 1) can be exerted to invite others to enter more deeply
into the community of faith. A leader reaches back across any gaps that the leader has
crossed in order to encourage others to cross them. The most hospitable practice allows
individuals to give, regardless of the social positions they fill (stranger, guest, friend, or
missioner). The Christian leader provides “bridging relationships” that allow the outsider
to cross the interstices of church society with safety.
Missing rituals. Warren suggests that churches “create celebration events, like
rites of passage” (347). Celebration could be an important point of hospitality, especially
in the interstice between stranger and guest and between friend and missioner.
The interstice between friend and missioner looms large in many churches where
the Pareto principle holds generally true—20 percent of the people do 80 percent of the
work (Reh). As already mentioned, ordination moves the insider into leadership within
the church body. For the lay person who senses a call into non-professional church
leadership no such generally recognized rite installs them as a leader, or as one with
leadership potential. Consequently, unless the church makes very clear that entry into
membership includes the expectation of service within the church, no widespread socially
prescribed rite exists that has the performative effect of creating a mission-minded
leadership ethos within the church.
Undercurrents of change seek to eliminate the distinction between clergy and lay
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(e.g., Stevens). R. Paul Stevens would initiate a consecration for all persons, regardless of
their particular calling to work within the church or in “secular” employ. This flattening
of the hierarchy recognizes the missional nature of every Christian life, which could
prove foundational to a new rite of passage that could revolutionize the people’s
understandings of the lay role in Christian mission and the expectations for participation
in the life of the Church.
Small group ministry, done well, can also accomplish this broadening of Christian
mission to the laity. Dale Galloway and Kathi Mills’ model creates a pool of trained
leaders who undergo a process that initiates them into leadership within the church. They
are then responsible to participate in the mission and the life of the church, having
successfully crossed the interstitial bridge into mission.
Challenging an Interstitial Understanding of Hospitality
A challenge to an interstitial movement understanding of hospitality comes from
Jacques Derrida in his conversation with Anne Dufourmantelle:
Let us say yes to who or what turns up, before any determination, before
any anticipation, before any identification, whether or not it has to do with
a foreigner, an immigrant, an invited guest, or an unexpected visitor,
whether or not the new arrival is the citizen of another country a human,
animal, or divine creature, a living or dead thing, male or female. (77)
Derrida rightly exposes unconditionality as a characteristic of hospitality. This
principle of unconditionality challenges the theory that hospitality is about moving the
stranger across the interstices of church life. Instead, if a stranger should choose to
remain a stranger, conspicuously uninvolved and perhaps even anonymous, Christian
hospitality demands that one continue in acceptance and generosity, expecting no return,
suspending the requirement of self-disclosure until the stranger is comfortable sharing his
or her identity, if that time ever arrives. Derrida is surprisingly practical on the point of
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how to engage a stranger to create a nonthreatening environment in which hospitality
might exist:
Shouldn’t we also submit to a sort of holding back of the temptation to ask
the other who he is, what her name is, where he comes from, etc?
Shouldn’t we abstain from asking another these questions, which herald so
many required conditions, and thus limits, to a hospitality thereby
constrained? (Derrida and Dufourmantelle 135)
Hospitality, rightly understood, never coerces an outsider to join a community.
Rather, bridging the interstices allows the stranger an inroad into the church at the
stranger’s own pace—that is, the stranger is never pressured to belong. At the same time
the stranger is always provided with opportunities to make a greater commitment to God
and to his church. As Palmer suggests, “Hospitality means letting the stranger remain a
stranger while offering acceptance nonetheless.… It means meeting the stranger’s needs
while allowing him or her simply to be, without attempting to make the stranger over into
a modified version of ourselves” (68). Only as the individual moves across the interstices
does the expectation of self-disclosure and conformity to certain community
commitments increase. In fact, in a commitment-based community, self-disclosure and
increased conformity to certain commitments are the means by which an individual
crosses the interstices.
Perhaps this relationship exposes the greatest potential for cooperation between
the values of community and those of hospitality. In community one of the goals could be
to go deep in relationship with the other—to know the other and to be known by the
other. Hospitality, which requires little to no self-disclosure, opens the door for such a
community to develop. After all, the stranger may reason, if a stranger is accepted a
priori, then the ethos of acceptance exists that just may enable the stranger to become a
friend, unconditionally loved and accepted.
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Palmer makes a prescient point when he suggests that in North American
evangelical church culture the tendency is to value personal, intimate, community
relationships so deeply that the value of strangers, what Palmer calls “public
relationships,” disintegrates into oblivion. The Christian ethic of hospitality revived
would see the value of intimate relationships remain, and those relationships would
support the mission of the church to the stranger, remembering that in hosting the
stranger, “some have entertained angels without knowing it” (Heb. 13:2).
Characteristics of Hospitable Leaders
Jesus lived in the interstice. God is a God of the gaps. The call to the Christian
leader from the book of Luke is a call to live in the gap. The mission of Jesus in which
the follower of Jesus must participate is to bridge the gaps by living in the gap. Jesus is
shown both to give and receive hospitality. He is both guest and host. As the institution of
the church embodies the hospitality of Jesus and develops a practice of hospitality rooted
in the community, it becomes more faithful to its identity as the body of Christ.
Significantly, to practice the hospitality that Jesus modeled, the ones most central to the
institutional church must live in the liminality of the interstice as bridge people and lead
to the margins.
Pohl recognizes several characteristics of the hospitable person. Arguably, these
characteristics must be found in the truly hospitable leader.
Empathetic. The Christian practice of hospitality arises out of empathetic
experience:
Responses of care depend significantly on empathy. Actual care for
strangers has been tied to seeing them fundamentally as like ourselves.
Hospitality has depended on recognizing our commonalities rather than
our differences, seeing strangers as neighbors, brothers, and sisters. (Pohl
97-98)
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John Howard Griffin details his journey to empathy in his 1960 “scientific
research study of the Negro in the South” (5). Black Like Me has since become an
American classic. It details the plight of the American Negro who was undeniably
marginalized in the United States at the time. Griffin chose to dye his white skin dark for
several weeks. Then he went to live among the African American population in
Mississippi for seven weeks:
Were we racists or were we not? That was the important thing to discover.
Black men told me that the only way a white man could hope to
understand anything about this reality was to wake up some morning in a
black man’s skin. I decided to try this in order to test this one thing. (161)
Griffin’s experiment convinced him of the marginality of the black experience in
the South and propelled him toward the empathy that rises from sharing common
humanity with another:
It was thrown in my face. I saw it not as a white man and not as a Negro,
but as a human parent. Their children resembled mine in all ways except
the superficial one of skin color, as indeed they resembled all children of
all humans. Yet this accident, this least important of all qualities, the skin
pigment, marked them for inferior status. It became fully terrifying when I
realized that if my skin were permanently black, they would unhesitatingly
consign my own children to this [bleak] future. (113)
Griffin relates his experience following his return to the white world. He details
how he was thrust into the role of mouthpiece for the black community by virtue of his
empathetic experience:
For years it was my embarrassing task to sit in on meetings of whites and
blacks, to serve one ridiculous but necessary function: I know, and every
black man there knew, that I, as a man now white once again, could say
the things that needed saying but would be rejected if black men said
them. (172)
Griffin became a bridge person largely because of his deeply empathetic
experience of becoming black for those several weeks. “[Often] the experience of having
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been a stranger, or of being a vulnerable person on the margins of society, is …
connected with offering [original emphasis] hospitality (Pohl 104-05).
Open to role reversal. Hosts receive from guests and guests provide for hosts
when roles reverse. “The reversal of roles is a common theme in early Christian stories of
hospitality” (Oden 36). In stories of hospitality this reversal often reveals a subtle, yet
deliberate, ambiguity about who does the hosting. Clearly Luke’s Gospel uses role
reversal to achieve the ethical/theological point of the divine stranger bringing God’s
grace.
The significance for hospitality, however, should not be missed. In providing for
the physical needs of the stranger, the host often receives from the stranger. Often the gift
received by the host is of spiritual value (although striking exceptions to this generality
exist; e.g., Elijah and the widow of Zarephath in 1 Kings 17). This reversal begs the
question of who is the true host since both bring provision to the table. Philip P. Hallie
notices that hospitality has “something to do with mutuality, with the helper and the
helped exchanging places, so that the helped one participates in the depths of his or her
being with the spreading of life” (206).
Pohl makes the point this way: “Jesus makes hospitality more complicated for
Christians. We offer hospitality within the context of knowing Jesus as both our greater
host and our potential guest” (105). Both roles are seen in Scripture. The Christian
assumes both roles in relationship to Jesus and both roles in relationship to strangers.
Palmer flirts with this idea of ambiguity. Relating the accounts of the Emmaus
road in Luke 24, and of Abraham in Genesis 18, he notes that the announcement of
covenant fulfillment came in each case from a stranger. In writing of Matthew 25, he
suggests that the stranger becomes essential in the spiritual formation of Christians. “The
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stranger is not simply one who needs us. We need the stranger. We need the stranger if
we are to know Christ and serve God, in truth and love” (65). The blessing of the stranger
is not limited to the Emmaus road experience; the Christian may meet the risen Christ
whenever in the company of strangers.
On the margins. The refrain is repeated by so many who have traveled to a
developing country: “They were so friendly and so giving. They live in grass shacks, but
they put a feast before us that must have cost them a month’s wages.” Not coincidentally,
marginalization breeds hospitality:
We often find hosts who see themselves in some way as marginal to the
larger society.… The periods in church history when hospitality has been
most vibrantly practiced have been times when the hosts were themselves
marginal to their larger society.… The most transformative expressions of
hospitality, both historically and in our own time, are associated with hosts
who are liminal, marginal, or at the lower end of the social order. These
hosts are essentially threshold or bridge people, connected in some ways
to the larger society but distinct from it either in actual social situation or
in self-imposed distance. (Pohl 105)
Christian hosts reflect the life of Jesus, who lived the life of a stranger while on
earth. This chosen marginalization on Jesus’ part warrants some attention from the
Christian leader, especially as Luke’s Gospel describes how Jesus moved outside the
fringes of society—to the margins of the socially acceptable—to engage those deemed
low and unseemly. Those who follow Christ become increasingly liminal persons
because Christ was a liminal person. Christ’s followers take their place on the margins of
society:
Traces of the passage quality of the religious life remain in such
formulations as: “The Christian is a stranger to the world, a pilgrim, a
traveler, with no place to rest his head.” Transition has here become a
permanent condition. (Turner 107)
What Luke suggests is that Jesus lived life on the margins of society’s established
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institutions. Jesus’ marginalization suggests that Christians, who are called to follow
Jesus, must follow him to the margins of society, not only in mission but also in identity.
Leaders must be the first to practice marginal ministry and must lead others into the
margins. When the church’s social structure replicates the world in its power structure,
the center of the church’s institutional life becomes a place of security and status seeking
instead of mission and marginalization.
The hospitable leader leads to the margins where the stranger lives in order to
seek Christ and to lead others to Christ. Letty M. Russell writes a pointed critique of the
leader who remains staunchly at the center of institutional power:
Those who find themselves at the center of power and influence in
any organization need to choose the margin as a way of standing in
solidarity with those who are oppressed and working for justice.…
The ultimate goal of God’s household is to do away with the
margin and the center by joining the one who is at the center of life
in the church but dwells on the margin where he lived and died.
(26-27)
At least two challenges exist for hospitable leaders who desire to stand in the
margin. “The first is that Christians must recognize themselves as strangers in the world.
The second is that Christians must recognize strangers as Christ” (Oden 39). When
Christian leaders truly understand strangers as an embodiment of Jesus, they can lead
nowhere else except to the margins. Henri J. M. Nouwen writes simply, “To fully
appreciate what hospitality can mean, we possibly have to become first a stranger
ourselves” (Reaching Out 68).
The challenge comes in the natural tendency of groups to establish their own
centers of power. The marginalized tend to create new spheres of influence. Ghettos offer
their own peculiar politics. Within a marginalized group, some hold positions of relative
prestige and authority. Therefore, the concept of marginalization applies in relation to
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certain other groups; it is not an absolute category. One response to marginality is to
create a new center and often with very high boundaries so that the marginalized can
control the environment and membership of the group. A natural inclination for church
leaders may be to create a new center of authority and prestige, a church culture that
lends distinction to the community, possibly placing the boundaries so high that it
becomes exclusionary in and of itself, thus marginalizing other groups.
Does not expect repayment. A tension exists between a “social contract”
understanding of hospitality and a Lukan understanding. The “social contract” (Haugton
23) is the understanding that the guest and host play defined roles within the schema
called hospitality. This understanding seems to be a given cultural reality. Everyone plays
by rules and roles. What is unique about Christian hospitality is not that no rules apply
but, rather, that different rules apply.
Social contract hospitality expects, and sometimes requires, reciprocity. The socalled “Hospitality Industry” is perhaps the best example. A stay at a hotel requires the
payment of a bill. Just as real, but so much more subtle, is playing the “hospitality” game
at the office—who gets invited, when, and for what purpose.
Luke 14 suggests that reciprocity is not to be required or sought when engaged in
hospitable ministries. Reciprocation of hospitality is never a prerequisite to welcome for
a follower of Jesus. Instead the Christian is to reach out to those especially who do not
have the means of repayment, in order that the Christian’s repayment might come at the
resurrection.
The Christian gives expecting no return. The social rule of reciprocity lies on the
floor shattered into pieces. A serious look at the Lukan expression of hospitality in
chapter 14 may even call into question the practice of some soup kitchens that require
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attendance at a church service as the condition to get the meal. Edwina Gately says, “If I
see somebody who’s in need, I’m willing to go sit in the mud with her, but only if she’s
willing to get up and get out of the mud with me afterward” (qtd. in Haughton 23). While
something feels inherently right about such a statement, especially in the face of limited
resources, Luke seems to negate the condition.
The Didache comments on this issue when it reiterates the Scripture: “Give to
every one that asketh of thee,” but continues by saying, “he who receiveth when not in
need, shall pay a penalty as to why he received and for what purpose” (1:5). The teaching
continues with a word to those who would give: “For of a truth it has been said on these
matters, let thy almsgiving abide in thy hands until thou knowest to whom thou hast
given” (1:6). The message is to give hospitality wisely, with discernment, and never with
the requirement of return.
Hospitality in the Literature
Exclusivity, or inhospitality, does not allow ministry to the marginalized. With the
postmodern demand for belonging ringing in the ears of North American church leaders,
the need for a hospitable model of leadership becomes more urgent. Understood as
facilitating movement across the several statuses found in the institutional church,
hospitality demands that leaders serve as bridge persons. Not only can hospitable leaders
initiate rites of passage designed to guide the newcomer through the social maze the
church can sometimes be, but leaders can also grow in the personal characteristics and
commitments found in hospitable leaders throughout church history: empathy, chosen
marginalization, and openness to role reversal. The result of such leadership
commitments is leadership toward the margins of society. Hospitable leadership chooses
to live on the edges of society in an effort to bridge the gaps that separate the
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marginalized from God’s grace.
Leadership Literature
Issues of hospitality are largely ignored in the current church leadership literature.
Nevertheless, several salient issues within the leadership literature reemerge in Chapter 5
in the discussion of hospitable leadership (e.g., the leader’s use of power, the leader’s
empathy, and boundary setting in leadership). This section explores the leadership
literature in broad scope to identify significant issues found in the current conversation.
Leadership books come in many varieties. Skills-oriented resources share how-to
types of information; philosophically-minded authors provide theoretical frameworks for
understanding many of the whys of ministry. Others serve to highlight the emerging
trends of ministry and directions in which leadership must move in order to respond to
the changing culture of America.
For those who want to understand the sea of literature on the subject of
leadership, Gary Yukl provides an important service by outlining and categorizing
current schools of thought regarding this social influence process. His premise is that the
research on leadership has become cumbersome because leadership exists at different
“levels of conceptualization” (13). For example, leadership can be seen at a small group
level, at the organizational level, at the level of the family, or even between dyads. While
many manifestations can accurately be considered “leadership,” they may require
different behaviors, or they may require different characteristics of the leader.
So, assuming Yukl’s premise, different conceptual levels of leadership try to meet
different goals. They require different characteristics from the leader. They involve
different processes and take into account various contingencies within the organization,
including the size and purposes of the organization being led. The literature on leadership
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addresses each of these concerns.
Defining Leadership
Because of the amorphous nature of leadership studies, often writers begin by
offering their own definition of leadership. Five philosophical threads weave their way
through many definitions of leadership:
Leadership influences society. John C. Maxwell defines leadership in the first
chapter of his best-selling, Developing the Leader within You. He writes, “Leadership is
influence” (1). While undoubtedly true, and illustrative of a prevailing idea concerning
the essence of leadership, the definition’s helpfulness is limited by its boundlessness. As
Bernard M. Bass remarks, “The distinction between leadership and other social-influence
processes is often blurred” (11). One other such social influence process is hospitality.
So, while such a blurry proverb proves pithy and handy as administrative speak, it also
remains partial and, therefore, of limited helpfulness. Others have gone on to qualify the
nature of a leader’s influence.
Leadership differs from authoritarian or dictatorial power-wielding. The
second characteristic of leadership restricts the leader from acting coercively. James
Macgregor Burns sees leadership as a persuasive practice:
I define leadership as leaders inducing followers to act for certain goals
that represent the values and the motivations—the wants and needs, the
aspirations and expectations—of both leaders and followers [original
emphasis]. And the genius of leadership lies in the manner in which
leaders see and act on their own and their followers’ values and
motivations. (19)
For Burns, the “inducing” of the led includes a strong sense of responsibility
concerning the method of leadership. Burns is no Machiavellian; rather, he fleshes out the
boundaries within which the leader is free to “induce” the led. Similarly, Noel M. Tichy
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and Eli Cohen contrast a dictator’s use of power and fear with the leader’s use of
motivation, enthusiasm, and persuasion. Tichy and Cohen use the phrase “win
supporters” and “guiding and motivating other people” to describe the leader’s tools (44).
Leadership methodology changes from leader to leader. Other than limiting
the use of raw coercive power, definitions of leadership shy away from dictating the
means by which leadership functions. One writer gives the example of three leaders from
history who each accomplished great social change their own way. He concludes from
these examples “that the leadership of trailblazers like Woolman, Jefferson, and
Grundtvig is so ‘situational’ that it rarely draws on known models. Rather, it seems to be
a fresh creative response to here-and-now opportunities” (Greenleaf 34).
Leadership catalyzes change. Bass’ definition highlights this aspect of
leadership. “Leadership is an interaction between two or more members of a group that
often involves a structuring or restructuring of the situation and the perceptions and
expectations of the members. Leaders are agents of change” (19-20).
Leadership quality depends on the leader’s character. Robert Greenleaf
suggests that the quality that makes a person a “servant leader” is that they “care for both
persons and institutions, and … are determined to make their caring count—wherever
they are involved” (330).
Max DePree writes in different terms but describes a core value that a quality
leader should exhibit. DePree’s “art” of leadership begins with a “concept of persons,…
an understanding of the diversity of people’s gifts, talents, and skills” (Art of Leadership
9). This leadership style tends to emphasize the inner quality of the leader working itself
out in leadership activities as opposed to other leadership models that emphasize
leadership behaviors or processes.
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Even researchers who talk about leadership in terms of processes or principles
instead of centering their leadership research on leaders’ characteristics tend to recognize
the importance of the character of the leader. As a socially based process, the character of
the persons involved factors into the leadership dynamic. For example, Jim Collins and
his research team searched the data for the answer to the question, “what makes a
company successfully transition from good to great?” He was looking for the “inner
workings of the good-to-great process” (9). Interestingly, the very first piece of the
process they discovered was leadership that displayed certain characteristics. Collins’
group found that in addition to a host of other leadership competencies the truly great
leaders (“Level 5 Leaders”) displayed a combination of “professional will” and “personal
humility” (36).
Character counts in leadership. Furthermore, in talking about hiring leaders,
Collins writes, “Whether someone is the ‘right person’ has more to do with character
traits and innate capabilities than with specific knowledge, background, or skills” (64).
The moral issues surrounding leadership—issues that mesh easily with a
discussion of hospitality in leadership—are not unknown in the literature on leadership.
Leadership material frequently emphasizes the internal qualities of the leader. In fact,
Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus in the foreword to the second edition of their classic work
suggest that “character” is the most important leadership quality (Leadership x).
Furthermore, and perhaps most authoritatively for church leadership, the great
apostle and church leader Paul writes, “An overseer, then, must be above reproach, the
husband of one wife, temperate, prudent, respectable, hospitable, able to teach, not
addicted to wine or pugnacious, but gentle, uncontentious, free from the love of money”
(1 Tim. 3:2-3). Character matters for church leadership. Furthermore, it specifies
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hospitality as one of those character traits that must be present, or at least cultivated, by
the leader in order to maintain a leadership position within the life of the biblically
formed church. With the force of the biblical injunction behind it, it remains only to
detail what hospitality might mean for the Christian leader, and to outline how the
practice of hospitable leadership might look.
Leadership That Follows
While not yet ubiquitous among leadership thinkers, more recent definitions are
beginning to take into account the interaction between the follower and the leader. For
example, Joseph C. Rost defines leadership as “a multidirectional influence relationship
between a leader and followers with the mutual purpose of accomplishing real change”
(qtd. in Yukl 6). Greenleaf dreams of “a much more fluid arrangement in which leaders
and followers change places as many-faceted missions are undertaken and move into
phases that call for different deployments of talent” (244). This additional dimension at
once creates more complexity in understanding leadership function and enriches the
possibilities for understanding the realities behind this social influence process.
Multidirectional influence is not only a function of leadership but, as has already
been noted, it is a function of hospitality also. The host provides welcome, provision, and
safety; the guest often provides intangibles—in Jesus’ case holistic healing. Both
hospitality and leadership are social influence processes. Both hospitality and leadership
are multi-directional influence processes.
Empathy in Leadership
Daniel Goleman writes, “Empathy builds on self-awareness; the more open we
are to our own emotions, the more skilled we will be in reading feelings” (96). Leaders
lead better who have felt what their people feel. Empathy appears in the leadership
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literature as an important skill for leaders to acquire. Burns would suggest that in the
great leader this sixth sense is likely a well-developed sense of empathy:
The concept of empathy [original emphasis] … reinterprets the apparently
extrarational as the ability of some policy makers to comprehend and to
respond to the cognitive and emotional structures of needs and the values
that lie behind them. Empathy understands the needs of wider publics and
their reactions when their needs are satisfied [original emphasis]. (407)
Empathy in leadership becomes of paramount importance when leaders’ ability to
cast vision and persuade is the primary tool in their toolbox. Leaders must be able to
understand the desires and needs of constituents if they are to cast the vision of an ideal
future for them. J. Oswald Sanders recognizes this important characteristic for leadership
as well (24).
Speaking specifically about leadership in a small group setting, Carl F. George
recognizes the importance of empathy:
A visitor, therefore, needs to be helped to tell his or her story to a group of
members who will empathize, identify themselves as fellow travelers, and
make the person feel accepted. If these circumstances occur, outsiders
become insiders, even though they may express hesitations or small
differences in belief; the key is for them to indicate that they’re searching
for and open to embracing the same things the others are. (73)
The leader who wishes to influence others must learn to feel what others feel.
Leaders and Boundaries
Leaders set boundaries. They define the characteristics of community. Leaders
define group identity and protect the community from those things that would distort or
destroy its purpose, goals, and unity. One important leadership behavior is removing
people from the organization that threaten the community’s identity, vision, or results.
Collins calls boundary setting “getting the wrong people off the bus” (41). Boundary
keeping is essential.
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Miroslav Volf reflects on right and wrong ways to practice boundary keeping. He
distinguishes between differentiation and exclusion. Differentiation is necessary, Volf
writes, because “without boundaries there would be no discrete identities, and without
discrete identities there could be no relation to the other” (67). Nevertheless,
differentiation dare not bleed over into exclusion, which is “when the violence of
expulsion, assimilation, or subjugation and the indifference of abandonment replace the
dynamics of taking in and keeping out” (67). Instead, Volf argues for right judgments:
We need more adequate judgments based on a distinction between
legitimate “differentiation” and illegitimate “exclusion” and made with
humility that counts with our proclivity to misperceive and misjudge
because we desire to exclude. (68)
The leader, then, must make right judgments and act on them to define the
boundaries of community life. Not with a view to exclusion which is an illegitimate use
of power and control but with a view to differentiating the community from shaping
influences that would attack the very identity and purpose of the community’s existence.
Hospitable leaders require a depth of discernment that allows them to perceive the
difference between inclusion that could distort or destroy and inclusion that could bring
life and transformation.
Narrowing the Focus: Taking into Account Some of the Contingencies
The concepts of leadership that can lend structure to a model can be focused using
a couple of predominant lenses.
Type of organization led. Bass records one of the major filters in the literature.
He reminds readers that “the many dimensions into which leadership has been cast and
their overlapping meanings have added to the confusion. Therefore, the meaning of
leadership may depend on the kind of institution in which it is found (Spitzberg, 1986)”
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(11).
While not diminishing the need to study the leadership literature broadly, this
statement suggests that church leadership remains qualitatively different from the
leadership of business, industry, NGOs, secular nonprofits, educational institutions, and
other organizations. Of the lenses used to focus the discussion of leadership, the first
recognizes that organizational leadership depends on the type of organization served.
Leadership that works for big business may not work for the mom-and-pop store down
the street. Different dynamics are involved with different types of organizations, different
organizational charts, different clientele, and different marketing needs. Organizations
can be for profit, or not for profit, religious or secular, small or large, along with a huge
variety of other differences.
Gary L. McIntosh’s book addresses the differences between leading a small
church versus a large church. McIntosh suggests that differences in effective leadership
exist depending on the size of the church. The many types and multifaceted natures of
organizations create the need for various styles, philosophies, and activities of leadership.
While obviously transferable values, attitudes, and beliefs can exist, the literature reflects
a specialization by virtue of the type of organization.
What may be significant in this regard is that in the top five books that have most
influenced the pastoral leadership philosophies of the pastors of the fifty largest Free
Methodist Churches in North America, the one book that was not a specialized church
leadership resource was a business best seller. Of all the other types of organizational
leadership that pastors have available from which to learn, and of all the possible styles
and philosophies with which to inform church leadership, pastors that choose to read
beyond the specialized church leadership books looked to a secular business model
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whose bottom line is how to turn a healthy profit for the shareholder. (Transformational
business leaders suggest that this bottom line lurks just beneath the obvious goal of,
“Let’s make this world a better place.”)
Many pastors have apparently not been significantly influenced by political
leadership resources, although in politics the end goal for leaders may provide a better
parallel, considering that political leaders seek, ostensibly, to serve and do what is best
for the constituency in the pursuit of a shared dream. Educational leadership books have
also been largely sidelined in the thirst for relevant leadership texts, even though arguable
parallels exist between the educational leader’s goal and the church leader’s goal.
Types of leadership behaviors. If the first division within the literature lies along
the lines of the type of organization led, the second divide concerns the nature of
leadership behaviors. Burns’ taxonomy of transactional and transformational leadership
has caught the attention of those who traffic in leadership literature. Roughly stated,
transactional leadership sees relational interactions from an economic exchange
perspective. For example, leaders give the follower a paycheck in exchange for a full
day’s work. In his landmark book, which deals primarily with political leadership, Burns
comments, “The relations of most leaders and followers are transactional [original
emphasis]—leaders approach followers with an eye to exchanging one thing for another:
jobs for votes, or subsidies for campaign contributions” (4).
Burns contrasts this transactional model of leadership with what he has called
transformational leadership. In transformational leadership leaders look to the desires and
needs of followers in order to motivate followers from a sense of self-improvement. “The
transforming leader looks for potential motives in followers, seeks to satisfy higher
needs, and engages the full person of the follower” (4).
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Transformation is a lofty goal indeed but one that Burns finds eclipsed by a third
level of leadership that he considers has three primary characteristics:
By … [moral leadership] I mean, first, that leaders and led have a
relationship not only of power but of mutual needs, aspirations, and
values; second, that in responding to leaders, followers have adequate
knowledge of alternative leaders and programs and the capacity to choose
among those alternatives; and third, that leaders take responsibility for
their commitments.… Moral leadership emerges from, and always returns
to, the fundamental wants and needs, aspirations, and values of the
followers. (4)
Burns raises the quality of leadership to the highest level of accountability.
Significantly, this type of leadership has much to do with the character of leaders, how
they deal with power, the reality and allowance of mutuality within the power structure,
and a general openness with which leaders approach the task of leading. Burns reminds
leaders that although they often hold grand ideals as end values, modal values are
required to achieve those grand ideals. Burns considers equality and liberty the end
values of political leadership (432). He further suggests that “perhaps the most disruptive
force in competitive politics is conflict between modal values [original emphasis] such as
fair play and due process and end-values [original emphasis] such as equality” (43). For
Burns, process—how one does what one does—is as important as product in moral
leadership.
While not using Burns’ terminology, Collins suggests that leaders appeal to the
higher needs of followers for distinction and honor. Collins notes that in good-to-great
companies great leaders develop followers to the followers’ full potential (41-64).
The leadership literature constantly reiterates that leadership arises from concern
for the led and results in casting a caring, compelling vision that promises to make the
church or organization a “place of realized potential” (De Pree, Leading without Power
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11). The Communist Party, according to Douglas Hyde, masterfully tapped into the
potential of the average recruit:
Communism, we are told, is the great enemy of the individual.
Under Communism in practice the human personality would be
suppressed. Philosophically this is assuredly true. But in practice
… it shows a quite exceptional concern for drawing out the
potentialities of every individual who comes within its discipline.
(27-28)
Hyde tells of one recruit who was the least impressive man he had ever seen. He
tells of how he became trained as a leader in the Communist Party and became powerful
among people as an influence for the party. Hyde looked to the potential, not to the assets
that the man already had. The paradox in Communism is that while it seeks to release the
potential in the individual, it simultaneously subordinates the value of the individual to
the greater good of the Party’s vision for world conquest (62-72).
Pastoral leadership. Bill Hybels passionately describes the need for visionary
pastoral leadership. The thrust of his work insists on the leader having received a vision
from God that ignites a fire within him. He writes, “Vision. It’s the most potent weapon
in a leader’s arsenal. It’s the weapon that unleashes the power of the church” (50). Then
Hybels follows, “I run across an alarming number of leaders who would rather cast vision
than roll up their sleeves and … achieve it!” (51). For Hybels the task of leadership is
receiving a vision from God, motivating others to adopt the vision, and then
implementing the vision through hard work and attention to process. The tasks of pastoral
leadership are described in similar terms by other church leaders:
Pastoral leaders see visions of ministry, communicate our dreams clearly,
gain consensus and commitment to common objectives, take initiative by
setting the pace in ministry actions, and multiply our influence by
transforming followers into new leaders.… Pastoral leaders create and
focus on doing the right things. (Dale 14)
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George Barna recognizes these four essential functions of pastoral leadership:
“mobilizing the people for action, holding them accountable for their behavior,
motivating them to sustain a spiritual revolution and attracting the resources necessary to
do the work modeled by Christ” (19). He goes on to adopt Garry Wills’ definition of
leadership: “Leadership is mobilizing others toward a goal shared by the leader and
followers” (qtd. in Barna 22).
While these tasks are not exclusive to pastoral leaders, current church leadership
material highlights the importance of the leader’s vision-related tasks (i.e., having a
vision, casting the vision, gathering support for the vision, excising those programs that
fail to move the church toward the vision).
Leadership Literature in Review
What becomes evident by the most cursory scan of any library catalog is that
reviewing the literature on leadership becomes possible only as one narrows the focus
from all leadership literature to the seminal works on leadership and to those works that
have become influential by virtue of their extensive readership. Currently influential
church leadership material tends to emphasize the visionary qualities of the leader and the
processes of how to build groups dedicated to that vision. Sanders’ book is a notable
exception. His work focuses almost exclusively on the moral character of the leader.
Nevertheless, as most church leadership books venture to talk of tasks and processes,
they frequently return to relate such concepts to the visionary functions leaders perform.
Descriptive and prescriptive elements. Models of leadership contain both
descriptive and prescriptive elements:
Descriptive theories explain leadership processes, describe the typical
activities of leaders, and explain why certain behaviors occur in particular
situations. Prescriptive theories specify what leaders must do to become
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effective, and they identify any necessary conditions for using a particular
type of behavior effectively. (Yukl 17)
For example, Collins prescribes the conditions that a company would have to
meet in order to achieve greatness out of an already stable business; however, within the
book elements of description buttress the prescription. In one particular instance, Collins
observes, “The good-to-great leaders spent essentially no energy trying to ‘create
alignment’” (187). This description serves to support his argument that “alignment” is a
result, not a cause of momentum.
The literature in relationship to Luke. While the leadership literature seeks to
describe processes and mechanics that enable a person to become more and more
influential within the institution and within society at large, Jesus sought to embrace
those cast aside by the religious majority of his day. He showed himself to be a person
marked by influence and power that he did not abuse. Rather, he committed himself to a
lifestyle of marginalization and led from the margins to bring a message of acceptance to
the marginalized. The leader who wishes to follow Jesus’ example would subject
leadership systems, as well as personal characteristics, to the scrutiny of hospitable
principles.
Methodology Used in the Study
This study used a grounded theory method in an attempt to generate a prescriptive
model of leadership. “The value of the methodology we are about to describe lies in its
ability not only to generate theory but also to ground that theory in data” (Strauss and
Corbin 8). The purpose of this study was to examine the resources most commonly used
by pastors in learning about leadership in an effort to align currently espoused leadership
philosophies with concerns about hospitality identified in Luke’s Gospel and in the
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Christian tradition of hospitality. In the development of a new model of leadership, the
aim is not so much to offer numerical substantiation or irrefutable claims. Rather I sought
to begin a conversation by proposing an underlying philosophy of hospitable leadership
through a thoughtful analysis of the current literature. To aid in the development of a
model, six pastors were interviewed in order to ground the theory in a broader range of
experience and practice, thus expanding the conversation even at the beginning. Anselm
Strauss and Juliet Corbin write, “Grounded theories, because they are drawn from data,
are likely to offer insight, enhance understanding and provide a meaningful guide to
action” (12).
Philosophically, this study is aligned with the concepts of historical research,
which attempts to describe a past era in an effort to understand what forces have shaped
the present (Wiersma 218). The analysis of the leadership literature depended on survey
results that attempted to define the media resources in the recent past that have shaped the
current leadership practice of successful Free Methodist pastors across the United States.
The systematic collection of data from historical sources allowed me to test the
hypotheses related to hospitality in current literature. The blending of historical research,
the coding and analysis of leadership literature, and the grounding of the theory through
interviews with current practitioners allowed this study to develop a normative
understanding of hospitable leadership based on a broad range of data and experiences.
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CHAPTER 3
SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT DESIGN
Problem and Purpose
Hospitality too often is implemented as a program of the church instead of being
understood as an ethos that permeates the culture of the locally gathered body of Christ.
Church leadership has not taken Christian people to an essential understanding and
practice of biblical hospitality. Often church leaders themselves do not model hospitality.
The purpose of this research was to develop a normative understanding of hospitable
leadership that takes seriously a Lukan ethic and practice of hospitality for the local
church in North America.
Research Questions
In order to develop a normative understanding of hospitable leadership, the
research asked three questions:
What are key components of the Lukan ethic and of the Christian tradition of
hospitality?
How do the Lukan ethic and the Christian tradition of hospitality appear in the
current literature on leadership?
What does leadership look like that takes seriously Luke’s emphasis on
hospitality?
Hypotheses
Four hypotheses guided the research:
Leadership philosophies that currently circulate among Christian leaders do not
take hospitality seriously;
Some leadership ideas that currently circulate among Christian leaders advocate
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inhospitable behaviors;
Some leadership materials work with the concepts of bridging behaviors and other
rituals in helpful ways that can be used to develop a normative understanding of
hospitable leadership; and,
Leadership that is hospitable will be leadership that dwells in the interstices.
Operational Definitions
Currently circulate was defined by a researcher-designed e-mail survey in which
individual specific responses created a list of leadership training sources that have been
influential in shaping Christian leadership practice in 2003. The survey was directed to
the lead pastors of the fifty largest Free Methodist churches in the United States. The email was brief:
Hi, my name is Glenn Lorenz and I am a Free Methodist pastor in
Arizona. Currently I am working on a dissertation regarding leadership
issues that I will use in completing my D. Min at Asbury. I would
appreciate it if you could spare a couple minutes to respond to the
question: What are the top five leadership books or media that you have
interacted with that have the most influence on your leadership philosophy
and practice today?
This procedure allowed direct personal response to be generated, but it did not provide
the possibility of a reproducible result since it asked a time-specific question. The issue is
not the reproducibility of the survey results, since the survey was designed to elicit a
response concerning a specific past time period. Assuming truthful responses, the survey
did provide an understanding of self-perceived influences on leadership. Nevertheless,
the validity of the survey results was limited to self-perception of the leaders instead of
actual behaviors and actions.
The term Christian leader includes the lead clergy person (senior pastor) within
local churches with an attendance over two hundred. The survey was limited to clergy
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solely because of the ability to target and contact them as a clearly defined population.
The clergy group chosen to be surveyed also limits the generalizability of the study to
those who have processed through the established ordination procedure of the Free
Methodist Church of North America and pastor the larger churches within the
denomination.
The term stranger is used throughout this research to encompass a broad category
of people who find themselves marginalized by poverty, race, gender, sexual orientation,
migration, or whatever circumstance of life creates a vacuum of connected relationships
within their experience. André Jacques clarifies the extent to which poverty affects
refugees:
The uprooted are sometimes poor to the point of being hungry and thirsty,
but more often than not the poverty is the state of being strangers in an
unknown and unwelcoming society. To be denied participation is a form
of deprivation. (66)
The stranger is one who feels the weight of deprivation in any of many forms.
Methodology
This study analyzed the top five leadership sources that currently influence
Christian leaders. It then coded the sources using vocabulary significant to the
conversation about hospitality.
The study also grounded the hospitality concepts that arose from the conversation
with the literature in the life experience of current practitioners. Bass reminds the reader,
“If a theory of leadership is to be used for diagnosis, training and development, it must be
grounded theory—grounded in the concepts and assumptions that are acceptable to and
used by managers, officials, and emergent leaders (Glaser & Strauss, 1967)” (37).
Hour-long, face-to-face interviews were conducted with six members of “The
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Sustaining Pastoral Excellence Initiative of the Lilly Endowment—The Pastor in
Community Project at the Church of the Apostles in Lexington, Kentucky,” a coalition of
pastors and leaders of intentional Christian communities. These Christian leaders were
selected for their shared values of hospitality and community as evidenced by their
inclusion in the grant project. The interview questions can be found in Appendix A. The
purpose of the interviews was to thicken the descriptions of hospitable leadership, to
assist in eliciting themes and patterns useful in creating a model of hospitable leadership,
to capture a practitioners’ viewpoint, and to ground the study in life experience.
After determining a list of five leadership sources that currently influence the
leadership philosophy of Christian leaders across the United States by e-mail survey, the
five most mentioned sources were analyzed and coded for the presence of hospitable and
inhospitable language. The coding was based on a vocabulary of hospitality drawn from
Lukan materials, the Christian tradition of hospitality, current literature on hospitality
(with special attention to Pohl’s Making Room), and interviews with Christian leaders
who have demonstrated a concern for hospitality issues. It also coded the five leadership
books based on the language of interstices, ritual, and bridging behaviors. A list of
specific vocabulary used in the coding process can be found in Appendix B. The coding
attempted to reduce the data down to several key categories that arise out of the Christian
tradition of hospitality, including conversation with Luke’s Gospel. After coding the
material, each source that contained sections with significant references to or allusions to
hospitality was compared to the other leadership sources in order to correlate the current
teaching related to hospitality and to generate an aggregate philosophy of hospitality out
of the current leadership sources.
Conclusions were based on the correlation of current leadership practice with the
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themes of hospitality, as developed through interviews and through interaction with the
literature on hospitality, and ultimately with the Lukan tradition of hospitality found in
the Gospel. William Wiersma suggests that in historical research, “central ideas or
concepts must be pulled together and continuity between them developed” (227). The
normative description includes insights from the leadership sources compared,
contrasted, and enriched by the grounding of the theory in the experiences of current
practitioners and, ultimately, through interaction with Luke’s Gospel.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA COLLECTION
The Survey
An e-mail survey was sent to the senior pastors of the fifty largest Free Methodist
Churches in North America that asked one simple question: “What five leadership books
or media have had the most influence on your leadership philosophy and practice today?”
From the fifty surveys sent, twenty-six pastors responded.
In total, eighty-one resources were mentioned at least once. The Purpose Driven
Church, listed by ten out of twenty-six pastors (38.5 percent) generated the most
responses while only four resources were named more than three times each. Sixty-five
of the books were mentioned only one time. While this survey is not large enough to
draw grand conclusions, this finding suggests that an established canon of leadership
books may not exist that influences the mass of pastors.
Perhaps a tighter circle of resources could be drawn if the survey were to correct
for some factors involved. For example, one of the questions that may arise from looking
at the generated list is, “What is a ‘leadership book’?” The responses generated a list of
books that ranged from self-help and time-management, to motivational parables about
mice, to devotional-style writings about the spiritual disciplines. This diversity may
reflect a lack of understanding as to what the question meant (i.e., the pastor may have
understood the survey to ask, “What would be a good book for all leaders to read?”).
Perhaps the responses do reflect a genuine integration of the content of each listed book
into the leadership practice of the respondent. The open-ended nature of the survey
intentionally allowed some pastors to respond “Moses,” for example. (While that honest
response is not exactly what was intended by the question, one has to grant that the
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Pentateuch is influential, time tested, and includes a great deal about hospitality.) The
diversity of response speaks to the multiple and various influences on leadership style
and philosophy.
Another factor is the self-awareness of the pastor. A response based on which
books have had impact in his or her overall leadership style may be very different from a
response based on which resources were currently on the mind of the pastor. Sending the
survey again to check the consistency of the results would be a step toward correcting
that potential problem.
Regardless of the potential reporting challenges encountered, the survey generated
a representative list of what pastors self-identify as being currently influential in terms of
their leadership practice and philosophy. The five most mentioned resources in order
were The Purpose Driven Church by Warren, The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership by
Maxwell, Courageous Leadership by Hybels, Spiritual Leadership by Sanders, and Good
to Great by Collins. The complete list of resources generated from the responses can be
found in Appendix C.
The Coding
The five books that were named most often in the leadership sources survey were
coded using a vocabulary of hospitality derived from the Christian tradition of
hospitality. Pohl’s Making Room served to highlight the important themes that were
sought. The coding served to ferret out the references to hospitality within the currently
influential pastoral leadership materials. While not an exclusive list, as will become
evident in the reporting that follows, the main vocabulary coded included words such as:
hospitality, welcome, receive, acceptance, table, shared meal, host, guest, stranger, open
heart, open door, being with the poor, bridge, exclusion, and rejection. It also looked for
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key Scriptures concerning hospitality, for example Genesis 18, Matthew 25, Luke 24, 1
Timothy 3:2, Titus 1:8, and Hebrews 13:2.
Each of the books was written for a different purpose, even though they all fall
into the category “leadership.” A brief book description precedes the discussion of its
contribution to the conversation between hospitality and leadership in order to capture the
unique perspective of each book.
The Purpose-Driven Church
The Purpose Driven Church is the story of Saddleback Community Church’s
journey from inception to megachurch (Warren). It is a story of both a process and a
philosophy of ministry that facilitated the growth of the once small church to its current
ministry to thousands. Warren’s basic premise is that if the church is organized around
the purposes for the church outlined in the New Testament (he recognizes five of them)
and if the whole church ministry is guided and led by those five purposes, then health and
growth will result.
Warren has also developed a social classification system for the people connected
to Saddleback. He considers that everyone at the church can be described by their level of
commitment to the church. Consequently, five statuses and four interstices are involved
in Warren’s process. If hospitality means bridging the interstices, then Warren’s model
embodies hospitality. It provides a system that facilitates the movement of outsiders
toward the core of the church (46). Not surprisingly, Warren uses a lot of hospitality
language (including the term “bridge” and “home”) to describe the process through which
Saddleback Church draws people into greater involvement in the life of the church.
In fact, Warren states, “Hospitality grows a healthy church” (323). That statement
was written in a paragraph that relates how Warren and his wife would have church
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visitors over to their home once a month for an informal coffee hour. He relates
hospitality to church growth. “This simple act of hospitality brought in hundreds of new
members and established many relationships that Kay and I cherish today” (323).
Warren does not suggest that the motivation for providing hospitality was church
growth. Instead of an instrumental use of hospitality, against which Christian tradition
speaks, Warren merely reports healthy growth as the result of hospitality, not the
motivation behind it. Warren’s mention of party, celebration, food, and meals all reflect
an attendance to hospitality within the church.
Warren likes to talk about the church being an “accepting” environment. His is a
“dream of a place where the hurting, the depressed, the frustrated, and the confused can
find love, acceptance, help, hope, forgiveness, guidance, and encouragement” (43). For
Warren, a corollary to acceptance is “belonging.” While belonging does not necessarily
indicate hospitality, the movement toward belonging is hospitable, and The Purpose
Driven Church tends to use the term “belonging” in a hospitable way. One particular
example stands out of a newcomer who says, “I felt I belonged” (329).
Similarly, Warren uses the term “assimilate” positively, to talk about movement
toward the center of the circle. Again, assimilation is not necessarily hospitable if it is
coercive, or destructive of the uniqueness of the individual, so this study did not code for
it, but for Warren, it likely reflects a positive desire to draw in, or accept others in a
hospitable way.
Another cluster of hospitality language can be grouped around the roles played by
church leaders and visitors. Guest, host, greeter, stranger, and visitor are terms that
Warren uses liberally. He recognizes that even though he uses the term “visitor” in his
writing, the term they use at the church is “guests.” “The term guest implies that this is
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someone for whom you do everything you can to make feel comfortable” (260-61).
“Invite” and “welcome” are words found liberally throughout The Purpose Driven
Church.
While Warren does not tend to connect the concepts of social justice to other
terms related to hospitality, he does mention Luke 4 and Matthew 25 as important
motivators. Perhaps because of his location in an affluent suburb, instead of focusing on
the materially poor, he tends to highlight the term “lonely” in relationship to those whom
the gospel is designed to reach. For all intents and purposes, “lonely” is within the
semantic range of hospitality language, since hospitality seeks to provide relationships for
the stranger. Clearly Warren thinks in terms of hospitality.
The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership
“Follow them and people will follow you,” promises the front cover of Maxwell’s
21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership. Each chapter contains a separate “law” that serves to
guide leaders as they face the challenges that present themselves on a daily basis. Clearly
Maxwell has written a book of technique. A how-to type manual for leaders, The 21
Laws tends toward the mechanistic, pithy, and anecdotal. Judging from the four pages of
paragraph-long endorsements in the front of the book, many highly influential, successful
leaders think positively about Maxwell’s contribution to the conversation about
leadership.
His contribution to the conversation concerning hospitality in leadership,
however, is minimal. The term “hospitality” shows up once in The 21 Laws, to refer to
the for-profit hospitality industry (Maxwell 9).
While not using the vocabulary of hospitality, Maxwell does engage hospitable
themes. Maxwell uses Harriet Tubman as an example of “The Law of Respect.”
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Tubman’s inherent welcome of the slave into her care in a desperate, life-threatening
situation certainly reflects the value and practice of hospitality (21 Irrefutable Laws 68).
The defense and protection of persons under the leaders’ care shows up again on page 74.
Maxwell does consider ideas like trust, seeing potential in others, and the selfsacrifice of the leader. These ideas resonate with the concepts of hospitality, but the
vocabulary and the full working out of hospitality do not find a sounding board in The 21
Laws.
Furthermore, The 21 Laws provides at least one example of inhospitable thinking.
In Maxwell’s view, “Successful leaders … see every situation in terms of available
resources.… They never forget that people are their greatest asset” (83). Viewing people
as something to be used is antithetical to a hospitable mind-set.
Courageous Leadership
Like many of Hybels’ books, Courageous Leadership is designed to encourage
and inspire the local church pastor to “stay the course” and lead well (253). With a
narrative flow that walks a pastor through various challenges of leadership, Hybels deals
with situational leadership. He maintains a keen focus on the character and commitment
of the leader. While he gives advice, mostly based on his thirty years in ministry and the
learning that has taken place in the school of hard knocks, Courageous Leadership is not
a how-to; rather, it focuses on the who—the leader’s internal development.
Hybels uses the term “bridges” to talk about bringing people of diverse situations
together (17, 23). He recognizes bridging as a primary goal of the thriving church. He
uses the term “bridge-builder” in reference to the leader (154). These terms are inherently
hospitable if one understands hospitality to be facilitating the social movement of the
outsider into the institution. Hybels gives perhaps one of the most moving descriptions of
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the hospitable church:
There is nothing like the local church when it’s working right. Its beauty is
indescribable. Its power is breathtaking. Its potential is unlimited. It
comforts the grieving and heals the broken in the context of community. It
builds bridges to seekers and offers truth to the confused. It provides
resources for those in need and opens its arms to the forgotten, the
downtrodden, the disillusioned. It breaks the chains of addictions, frees the
oppressed, and offers belonging to the marginalized of this world.
Whatever the capacity for human suffering, the church has a greater
capacity for healing and wholeness. (23)
Hybels uses many hospitality words and phrases: builds bridges, provides resources,
opens its arms, offers belonging to the marginalized. Clearly Hybels’ goal is creating a
culture that reflects the New Testament ethics of hospitality. Terms that allude to the
resourcing, care, and concern for the poor and lonely pepper the book as well (16, 24, 28,
34, 39, 56, 63).
Hybels also references Jesus’ intense involvement with the disciples as a sharing
of life together. He uses the terms, “meals,” and “sleeping in neighboring tents” (75,
132).
Still, the main use of hospitality language in Courageous Leadership centers
around how Hybels works through issues, or casts vision, over meals with core leaders
and potential donors (76, 92, 97, 103, 113, 119, 126, 209-10, 237-38, 241). These
meetings at table together could be expressions of loving concern for the other, or they
could be simply masking an ambitious drive that doesn’t want to stop long enough to eat.
To be fair, most references to eating are clearly celebratory and reflect a deep concern to
share deeply with the other, both personally and in mission. Nevertheless, one example
illustrates the possibility of a deformation of hospitality.
Hybels relates a story about the time a waiter at a fine restaurant began what was
apparently going to be a long speech about the dining experience. Hybels writes, “I
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thought my CEO host was going to jump out of his skin. This dinner was just one of five
agenda items he had to cross off yet that night” (129). Hybels uses this story to illustrate a
positive point about a leader’s great drive to get things accomplished.
In this example the dinner serves as a gathering place for a meeting, without any
recognition of the potential significance of a shared meal together or the relational value
that table fellowship might provide. The dinner served to satisfy hunger, while the
separate and, implied, more important agenda took precedence. Hospitality becomes
instrumental at that point.
Spiritual Leadership
Sanders approaches the subject of leadership from a biblical studies perspective.
Looking at various biblical texts, he focuses on two aspects of leadership: the spiritual
tasks in which leaders engage (e.g., prayer, hard work, study), and the character qualities
of the Christian leader (e.g., the list of 1 Tim. 3:2). Sanders does not give tips on how to
become; rather, he details the way leaders should be. His task is prescriptive.
Sanders recognizes in the life of the leader the importance of lifting up the
downtrodden and serving others (15, 21, 24, 69, 125). When he references Acts 6:3, the
choosing of the deacons, although the biblical text specifically uses hospitality language
(6:1, “food”; 6:2, “table”), Sanders opts for the more generic care-giving vocabulary (31).
Later, he connects their care to the ministry of hospitality (80).
He actually quotes 1 Timothy 3:2, the list of character qualifications for overseers
that includes hospitality (39, 51). He then goes on to talk about hospitality as a
“personality qualification” for the spiritual leader. His whole discussion is as follows:
Then the leader must show hospitality. This ministry should never be seen
as an irksome imposition, but rather as one that offers the privilege of
service. The Shepherd of Hermas, a widely used book written in the
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second century A.D., mentions that a bishop, “must be hospitable, a man
who gladly and at all times welcomes into his house the servants of God.”
When Paul wrote his letter to Timothy, inns were few, dirty, and
known for their immoral atmosphere. Visiting Christians depended on
open doors of hospitality. A friend of the author, a person with a rather
large portfolio of business and church responsibilities, kept an “open
home” policy for visitors and the underprivileged on each Lord’s Day. It
was a practice that enriched his life and blessed others, and demonstrated
this important quality of spiritual leadership. (42-43)
This discussion suggests that Sanders expects hospitality to be limited to those who
profess to share the host’s Christian values. Sanders also highlights the importance of
order in the Christian leaders’ home. He relates this to the ability to offer hospitality to
others (43-44).
Sanders flirts with other hospitality ideas, although without labeling them such.
For example, he understands the willingness to “receive from others” as an element of
self-discipline (55), humility (63), and friendship (118). While the willingness to receive
from others may belong to all three of these discussions, it also belongs to the
conversation concerning hospitality.
Sanders uses the diagnostic question “Are you at ease in the presence of
strangers?” in determining a person’s natural giftedness for leadership (36). Sanders
references Jesus’ feeding of the five thousand (87); he references meals in relation to time
management (95). He refers to the Emmaus road experience in Luke 24. Although
Sanders recognizes the breaking of the bread as a moment of revelation, he suggests that
the disciples’ recognition resulted from disciples having seen Jesus’ scars when he broke
the bread. Sanders sees nothing revelatory in the actual table fellowship shared by the
three friends (116).
Good to Great
Good to Great records the results of a research study done in the business world
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(Collins). It analyzes the similarities and the differences between companies that were
able to make the transition from being merely good companies to become great. What the
team discovered is that “the transformation … [is] a process of buildup followed by
breakthrough, broken into three broad stages” (12).
Good to Great focuses one particular chapter specifically on leadership (chap. 2,
“Level Five Leadership”) and understands great leadership as essential to the transition
(Collins). Nevertheless, Good to Great is not primarily a book about leadership as much
as it is a book about structuring businesses and institutions to facilitate success. Since
such structuring is arguably the leaders’ job, it should be shaping leadership practice. The
point is that Collins, like Maxwell, deals in systems and process where Sanders and
Hybels focused more on relationships and internal qualities of the leader.
Collins, like Maxwell, understands people as an asset. Collins, in a clever
reinterpretation takes one step further and suggests, “People are not [original emphasis]
your most important asset. The right [original emphasis] people are” (13; see also 41, 55,
192.) Valuing people because of their worth to an institution or cause is inherently
inhospitable. Collins goes on to define “whether someone is the ‘right person’” (64). He
claims it “has more to do with character traits and innate capabilities than with specific
knowledge, background or skills” (64). Collins also writes, “[Above all] they want to be
part of a winning team” (177).
While the vocabulary of hospitality does not show up in this section on
leadership, inhospitality may peer over the edge of Collins’ description of the Level 5
Leader:
They would do almost anything to make the company great.… Level 5
leaders are fanatically driven, infected with an incurable need to produce
results. They will sell the mills or fire their brother, if that’s what it takes
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to make the company great. (30)
Collins approaches another hospitality concern without actually crossing over into
a discussion of hospitality when he describes the corporate culture of Bethlehem Steel in
the 1970s and 80s. He describes “an intricate social hierarchy,” and hints that exclusion
was a common practice of the elite executive class (138). Collins describes this social
culture as the primary reason for the decline of the company throughout two decades.
Hospitality is not even a blip on the Good to Great radar (Collins). The several
concepts outlined in this section are recorded here because they prove to intersect with a
discussion about hospitable leadership; however, the vocabulary, philosophy, and
behaviors that inform the Christian practice of hospitality are absent.
The Interviews
This grounded theory research methodology seeks to base its normative model of
hospitable leadership in the real life experience of pastors. As such, pastors from across
the country and from various denominations were chosen to be interviewed to gather
their perspectives on the nexus between hospitality and leadership.
Interviewees were selected because of their commitment to hospitality as a
Christian practice within their pastoral leadership as determined by their participation in a
grant project, funded by the Lilly Endowment “Sustaining Pastoral Excellence Initiative”
entitled, The Pastor in Community: Practices and Pastoral Excellence. A description of
the criterion for inclusion in the grant project reads as follows:
A number of pastors are working hard to move beyond traditional models
of congregational life. They tend to be motivated visionaries with deep
commitments to welcoming strangers and to fostering vibrant
community.… Thus they are pioneers in surfacing some of the key
practices and tensions in attempting to live fully within their
neighborhoods/congregations. (“Pastor in Community” 8)
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The six interviewees represent both genders and a diverse geographical area
within North America including western, New England, and southern states. All the
participants are pastors of local churches that range in size from fifty in weekly worship
attendance upwards to 350. Each pastor self-identifies as having a commitment to
hospitable behaviors as they understand them. This self-identity is confirmed by their
selection to participate in the grant project. Although approached to participate in the
interview process, no ethnic minorities chose to be represented in this study. The
interviews ranged in length from forty-five minutes to one hour and fifteen minutes.
Questions
The questions asked during the interview were bifocal in nature, seeking to elicit
the practitioners’ understanding of hospitality and leadership and the possible connection
between the two practices (see Appendix A).
Hospitality Themes Reflected in the Interviews
Each of the pastors interviewed told stories of opening their homes to others:
I’m a pretty open person but it was always in that sort of public space.
What has changed is my wife and I have now opened our home in a way
that we never have before and we started inviting small groups in. It has
changed us, and our home is now a place where people come, where that
wasn’t true before.
The common thread of an open home is not surprising for a group dedicated to
hospitality. Intuitively, an open home may seem the backbone of a lifestyle of hospitality.
What may be less common, however, is the welcome of the stranger that is reflected in
these pastors’ stories.
Each interviewee told stories of hospitality to strangers. “I have crazy stories—
talking to people in the middle of the night in my house, people who have ripped stuff off
from me and I end up just talking to them.” Several told of sharing their homes for
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periods of time with others, often with strangers who become friends:
I’ve brought people home. I’ve always taken in the homeless. Even now a
recluse has been coming to church, always leaves before the service is
over. He called me because he was being evicted from the house he was
in, and while I was on the phone with him the Holy Spirit said, “Bring him
in.…” And he came to live with us briefly, about a year.
Partly because of this commitment to the stranger, the definition of hospitality as
“[a]n attitude or mind-set of unconditional welcome that results in acts of reception and
provision toward the stranger as well as toward the friend” drew unanimous agreement
from the interviewees. Even so, when nuances were suggested by an interviewee to
strengthen the definition, at least two interviewees suggested that the definition should
emphasize the welcome of the stranger even more, over and against the welcome of the
friend:
I’m at the point where I’m not so sure hospitality to friends matters in the
Christian community. Jesus said, “If you love those who love you; that’s
just a given.” But it’s the unconditional welcome and the acts of reception
that get received and understood by the stranger, To me, that’s the litmus
test of, “are we being hospitable?” I like the word “stranger” in there.
Besides emphasizing the welcome of the stranger, the other suggested nuance to
the definition of hospitality was a modification of the word “unconditional” to reflect the
necessity of some boundaries around the practice of hospitality. Nevertheless, when
pressed to articulate the nature of the boundaries that they would place around the
practice of hospitality, especially in church leadership, most of the pastors struggled to
describe the edges of the practice, unwilling to make hard and fast generalizations about
their responses to situations that would require hospitality. Most would suggest a
boundary that they had placed followed directly by an anecdote about how they had
broken that boundary when they sensed a deep need.
Most of the boundaries were very loosely defined and extremely flexible. One
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pastor commented, “Right now we’ve gone a bit soft on our boundaries with one guy in
particular.” Another suggested that they could “adjust boundaries around particular
people” more freely when they knew their life situations. Often the boundaries mentioned
by an interviewee were external, so that “down time” did not require turning away
another person. One pastor described his limits:
We had a very open door policy which became exhausting and difficult.…
The boundary we placed on it sometimes was just intentionally not being
at home. We had a restaurant that was our favorite place to go eat that was
just a breath of fresh air.
This vague boundary setting does not suggest relational immaturity on the part of
the pastors that were interviewed, nor do they have problems speaking the truth. On the
contrary, the anecdotes shared in the interviews suggest that these practitioners of
hospitality are people of great relational courage with a deep commitment to honest
communication reflected in comments like, “I’ve had to learn to tell the truth,” and, “If it
wasn’t a good idea to share our meal with him, we would just feel free to say so.”
Rather, when external boundaries are used it seems to reflect the pastor’s intense
desire to meet the need of the other when need presents itself. One pastor remarked, “The
need was so great.… I don’t think I had it in me to have said, ‘Don’t come.’”
Leadership Themes Reflected in the Interviews
Each interviewee understood leadership primarily in terms of modeling the
lifestyle to which God calls the disciple. One pastor referred to that leadership function as
“embodying the vision.” Another pastor responded, “It’s more exampling than
managing.” A third said, “Leadership is modeling. It is showing a direction in your own
life. It’s leading by relationship,… showing the way, not just talking about it, but
demonstrating.” While the vocabulary differed, the interviewees consistently pointed to a
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demonstrated commitment to the community’s principles as a necessary ingredient to
successful leadership.
The second common component of leadership for each pastor involved gathering
others alongside the vision of what the church could be. After having “defined who we
are and where we’re headed,” leadership compels the pastor to persuade others to join the
cause. One pastor called this component, “lifting [a person’s] vision.” Another called it
“telling the vision” or “vision casting.” Others did not use the word vision but articulated
the same concept. One pastor said, “[Leadership is] facilitating ministry within the
body—helping people see what God is up to and calling them to what God is up to.”
Another stated, “[Leadership] is the role of saying to folks, this is where God says go;
this is the way God is calling us; this is what God is saying to do.”
Also interesting were the words that the interviewees chose to use when
describing their “style” of ministry leadership. Three used the term “egalitarian.”
Interviewees said, “I’m one among equals”; “I don’t think of leadership primarily in
terms of hierarchy leading over other people”; “I think Jesus teaches a very egalitarian
model of leadership”; and, “I’m part of the community and don’t grasp onto any of the
traditional privileges that may exist for ministers.”
Other style descriptors included the term “consensus,” used by three interviewees.
Three used the term “relational” or “personable.” Some used more than one of these
descriptors; only one person did not use any of these descriptors. He described his
leadership style simply as “low-key” and went on to describe his mentor as “relational.”
This description of his mentor suggests that “relational” could well be part of his own
personal leadership style as well.
These three adjectives, egalitarian, consensus, and relational/personable, share the
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common denominator that they all highly value the individual as the building block of the
community structure.
Institutional Goals and Philosophical Commitments
A commitment to the good of each individual is the first in a chain of
commitments that defines the ethos of the interviewees. This bias came out clearly when
asked about a quote from Collins’ book in which Collins reports that good to great
leaders “[get] the right people on the bus, the wrong people off the bus, and the right
people in the right seats,… people are not your most important asset, the right [original
emphasis] people are” (13). The leaders interviewed came back with mixed responses to
the quote, all agreeing to some degree with the concept but, generally, also offering
corrective and critique of Collins’ idea. Discomfort was felt by some interviewees around
the concept of the “wrong person”:
I’m going to strongly agree that having the right people, who have affinity
with the vision, and who have a passion for it, and are willing to do for the
vision is key to a movement. And it’s key to vibrancy and vitality and to
growth. I’ve learned that; that’s really a no-brainer.… I don’t like phrases
like “wrong people.” I don’t like that language any more.… I resist this, at
this point in my ministry, that there’s such a thing as the wrong person.
Now, I understand the context of this quote, but it touches me just to hear
that language.… I want to challenge some of the wording, but the concept
is right. The concept is right.
Significantly, this pained reflection on Collins’ statement was not consistent
across the interviews. Half the pastors struggled with the quote, as the statement above
suggests, while the other half embraced the statement. “I’ll give it a five [out of six],”
stated one pastor.
While reaction to the quote was inconsistent, the characteristics of the “right
person” for leadership proved remarkably constant across each interview. Being a “right
person” did not take a certain background, skill set, or financial or administrative talent or
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asset. Rather, the pastors described the “right person” as one whose values, attitudes, and
beliefs fit within the context of the specific community of faith. One pastor
acknowledged, “Every community … has its own unique personality, and the strengths of
one can be so different from the strengths of another. We have to have people who are
more or less in tune with our corporate culture.” Another noted that even with a terrific
skill set, someone may be “the wrong … [person] for your context.” According to the
interviewees, the values important for community leadership include teachability and
openness to other leadership within the community, as well as openness to serving and
loving others. The hallmark seemed to be a willingness to commit to the process of being
a community. “People who are faithful,” explained one pastor, “People who embrace the
vision of the church.”
The vision of the church, for these leaders, seems to include the church reaching
out to those who are in need. These hospitable leaders reported a special interest in
welcoming those who did not “have it all together.” In fact, the health of the community
was important to these leaders mainly as a factor in how effectively it could administer
care to the individual. So the concern for the right community leadership takes on a
significant role for these pastors because the community is the medium in which persons
are loved, served, cared for, and ultimately, by the grace of God, transformed. The
interviewees perceived the role of community leadership as guiding the community into
greater effectiveness in loving the marginalized:
But it’s key that if you’re going to serve dysfunctional people, if there’s
going to be a community strong enough to truly welcome those people and
give them a place, you have to have healthy people in the right places who
are getting encouraged and equipped so that there’s a team that’s able to
do that.
[If] hospitality welcomes leaders who have the wrong characteristics, that
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would create a culture of potentially incredible dysfunction. You actually
are not able to offer hospitality as an organization if your leadership is that
dysfunctional. So I’m saying that you’ve got to take risks,… but you don’t
deliberately take people who don’t have the right characteristics or clearly
have the wrong characteristics [for leadership]. I just see that as being
disastrous. You put a person in leadership who is a person who damages
others; you couldn’t be doing anything less hospitable for the entire
congregation and people who are coming in.
Some interviewees further deepened their reflection on right or wrong leadership
characteristics by acknowledging that commitment itself could allow the community to
provide the context in which life transformation could occur. This life-transforming
power of God, through the faith community, could change the wrong person for
leadership into the right person for leadership. Since the thing that determines the “rightness” for leadership are primarily personal values and commitments, the power of the
communal experience could shift and solidify those commitments creating leadership
potential in a previously uncommitted person. “[The concept of wrong people] fails to
give credit to the possibility of God’s transforming touch in a person’s life, and God’s
ability to grow a person into leadership.” To these hospitable leaders people become
“right” through the transforming power of the community of faith. So while not all are
quickly welcomed into leadership, the commitment to the transforming power of God
through the community fueled the leaders’ drive to welcome virtually all persons into the
community. The differentiation comes between welcome into the community and
welcome into leadership. Community leadership had a much more bounded set of criteria
and commitments than simply belonging.
So for these hospitable leaders, while the commitment to personal need is
paramount, the community structure becomes indispensable as the medium out of which
the commitment to the person works itself out. The community provides the stability and
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strength to meet the demands of the needy, broken and otherwise marginalized that come
to the community for support. It would be unfair to frame the interviewee’s commitment
to the individual as being more important than the community, or vice versa. Rather, the
pastors seemed to understand implicitly that the person’s need can only be met in
community. Therefore, the two become interdependent values.
Nevertheless, that the commitment to the broken person did take precedence over
institutional growth, and the pastors resisted the burgeoning basilica as a standard of
success. They were predisposed to understand the met need and the transformed
individual as the mark of success.
When the question got down to the potential conflict in the leader’s time between
welcoming the needy and building the institutional church, these hospitable leaders
clearly articulated their preference in favor of welcoming the one in need. “Building
institutions doesn’t even ring a bell with me,” remarked one pastor. Another reframed the
potential conflict, preferring to understand the welcome of the needy as an integral part of
building the institution of which he is a part:
What is the institution you’re building? I think of Communality [a
missional church in Lexington, Kentucky] and the work that they’re doing
there. Probably they’re inviting the “wrong people” in. But they’re
inviting them into their homes; they’re discipling them over a long period
of time; they’re helping them recap their lives, in a Christian sense, so that
they end up having a life-transforming experience through that community
living. So the institution that develops out of those kinds of actions is
really a different kind of institution than the one that develops out of mass
mailing invitation cards to ten thousand people, and seeing who comes,
and then determining of all the people who come, who are the best
potential leaders of the group. So, you know, you’re building two different
kinds of institutions depending on the means that you see necessary to
build the institution.
These hospitable leaders showed a commitment to building an institution that
values broken persons:
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I think that you have to acknowledge that there is a certain trade off. And I
think that churches that prioritize welcoming those who don’t have the
right stuff are probably not going to grow as fast, and they’re probably not
going to ever get into smooth sailing that happens when you’re in sync
with the culture. They’re going to be just marching to the beat of a
different drummer. They’re just going to be doing things differently, and
so if there’s a way to [take seriously the concept of hospitality and
simultaneously build an institution as Collins’ suggests in Good to Great],
I haven’t figured it out.
When I talk about the story of our church, I don’t talk about our success
and our methods of doing it. I talk about the leading of God, and how God
has put us in a place, and what God has called us to, and the values that
surround what God has called us to. Those become really the core of who
we are, our identity. So, when I think of leadership, I don’t think of
leading our institution towards success. It’s more leading our people
toward godliness, toward being responsive to God. I think that leads to
success measured in different ways than some churches might measure
their success.
We worked hard, and probably not grown as fast—struggled more than we
needed to—because we were willing to try, with difficult people, to give
them opportunities for leadership until we had to say this isn’t a fit. So I
think it’s our charism to be a place where dysfunctional people are
welcome. They know it, and we struggle with them longer than maybe a
lot of places that might value being high-powered or high-growth.
When asked, “How far will you go to redeem a person when the life of your church is on
hold while processing the decision of what to do with the challenging person?” One
interviewee responded, “Riskily Far. Right to the edge.”
No interviewee suggested that the leader’s primary job was structural,
hierarchical, or formal. Their practice of hospitality was not an instrumental device in the
pursuit of church growth. In fact, one of the research reflection team members who
reviewed the interviews noted, “The lack of church growth language speaks volumes!”
Various reasons could be hypothesized for this absence, for example, the stage of
the leader’s development or the size of the organization. Nevertheless, the interviews
suggested that, more likely, running board meetings and recruiting workers becomes of
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secondary importance to these pastors who have made leadership commitments to what
they understand as the gospel’s essence—to reach out to the individual for whom Christ
came. One pastor’s response sums up this philosophical commitment to the need of
persons over the value of institutional leadership structures:
I do elementary tutoring. I tend to work with the harder kids. Not the kids
who I see have great potential, but the kids who I see will really fall
behind if nobody helps them. They need somebody who just is going to
have a lot of patience with them, and so the time I spend in tutoring, I’m
really trying to keep them from slipping off the edge. So I keep practicing
investment in people that I don’t expect a leadership payoff from, but I
expect a different kind of payoff in terms of their being able to see Christ,
their coming to faith in Christ, their life rooted in Christ. I don’t know
where that goes for them, but I celebrate that more than having a great
staff of leaders.
Similarly, one pastor who leads a congregation/community development project with
multiple millions of dollars worth of assets described his priorities clearly:
I’m a pastor before I’m anything else, which means I like coming along
side people, cultivating relationships with folks who don’t necessarily
have it all together in the eyes of the world, that kind of thing. So I really
can’t imagine being very fulfilled in my vocation if I don’t have time for
those who are just struggling with survival as well as [emphasis mine]
those in leadership situations.
Whatever the cause for the leadership priorities, these hospitable leaders seek to
live as close, or closer, to need-meeting ministry than to the organization’s structural
concerns. The leaders’ efforts focused on meeting needs in a hospitable context. One
leader, reflecting on his past experience, noted, “We didn’t use the word ‘hospitality,’ but
that’s what we were doing.” He continued to describe their ministry:
We thought about it in terms of mission and relationship, and a calling to
the least of these, I guess—a calling to be present in the lives of inmates,
people in difficulty.… [We] thought about it in terms of discipleship, of
young people in the neighborhood. So I think it was the language of
mission. And so … after we developed a national ministry which included
a lot of speaking, traveling … and we did a national magazine, the way we
thought, the way we taught is, if we had to choose between the magazine
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and all that national stuff, and the life lived as a community with
hospitality in the center of it, we would have chosen the latter. That’s what
we saw as the core, our life together…. I think it was a way of reminding
ourselves that the spectacular ministry of changing, transforming the
Church, [and] speaking prophetically, needs to be based in a life, an
authentic life that was … a sign of the kingdom of God. So it’s a reminder
that without that [community life experience] we didn’t have anything to
say. So hospitality was at the center of that.
The Benefits of Hospitable Leadership
Clearly the interviewees held philosophical commitments to practicing hospitality
to the least, to the stranger, and toward anyone who presented a need that they were able
to meet. More clearly, those commitments were based in an understanding that the central
teaching of the gospel is that followers of Jesus reach out to help and hold those who are
broken and hurting. So for these pastors, it was deeply fulfilling to participate in this
hospitable ministry of the gospel:
My initial approach to this type of ministry arose out of the scriptures
where we see God’s deep concern for the poor and justice.… I moved out
of the suburbs … in my naivete, and my foolish youthful optimism. I
suppose that was somewhat defining. I mean, just the early experiments of
doing that, and finding that at each stage along the way, taking small risks
of faith, God met us in terms of provision, and also in provision of joy.
There’s a real joy in initial acts of hospitality when you’re doing the right
thing. There is joy that comes out of that, and encourages and engenders
greater hospitality.
The pastors mentioned great spiritual gain from the practice of hospitality.
Hospitality allows one to become a person of deeper grace. “A lot of the practice of
hospitality is learning to accept people, learning to love people, just unconditionally
taking them for who they are.”
Besides a deepening spirituality, pastors also expressed a great deal of benefit to
their leadership when practicing hospitality. For these leaders, hospitality was central to
their message. Extracting the welcome of the stranger from their community would have
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undermined the very core of who they were and what they taught. It became a central,
organizing motif of their ministry. By building bridges and fostering community,
hospitality became a defining characteristic of their community:
I’ve seen how important hospitality is in leadership. It’s not simply a
propositional truth, it’s one of those truths that makes clear sense …
because it breeds community,… so it’s not an irksome duty, but something
you take delight in, modeling it, being faithful in it.
Other pastors mentioned the necessity of practicing what they preach. Since the
interviewees understood the gospels to teach the receiving of the poor in welcome
embrace, their lives demonstrated this reality:
Leadership and hospitality do go together. And many [acts of hospitality
that we did] built bridges to being able to share the love of Christ with
people, and it authenticated the message that Jesus loves you, especially
you. There’s no doubt in my mind that it authenticated that message.
The Gifts of the Poor
The poor give out of their resources. When asked about what the leader received
back from the poor, besides financial support of the ministries, one of the interviewees
responded with a helpful understanding of the connection between the leader and the one
welcomed. “I don’t view it as an exchange as much as a relationship and a kind of
interdependence.”
The gifts of the poor are not necessarily tangible and are not necessarily
economically understandable. The gifts of the poor to these pastors proved to be
relational richness, a widening of the heart to embrace all those Christ came to love, and
an ever-deepening grasp on the meaning and significance of their life in ministry. Three
vignettes describe these gifts of the poor to the hospitable leader:
I would say hospitality, modeling sacrifice, modeling that sense of
interconnectedness in the community, giving a new perspective on life, on
reality, a huge gift.… I mean certainly they use their gifts in the life of the
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congregation; whether it’s their prayers, their service, their welcome.
I feel like there’s a level of neighborhood relationship that I would not
find in the suburbs, and so as a place where I can raise my son it feels like
there is so much more love and affection for him from so many neighbors.
I feel he’ll have a great experience growing up in terms of friendships with
people and so forth that people wouldn’t have elsewhere,… so it’s kind of
a sense of mutuality.
[A hospitable approach to ministry] has also enriched my life because, as I
said before, we’re living far away from our extended family.… On a
holiday I want a big picnic with a bunch of people and there’s only four of
us in our family. So part of the way hospitality has enriched my life is to
give me those fun, social interactions that are surrogate family for us, as
well as for all the people there. I mentioned the one guy who has no
parents; his siblings are both locked up; he has no children and no wife; in
fact he has … no female nurture in his life. This guy, if he’s going to be a
part of the body of Christ, he should have relationships with sisters. That’s
what part of the package deal for him coming to Jesus ought to be—that
he gets some brothers and sisters. And so, I’m enriched to be able to be
that for him, not just be his pastor.… Sometimes when you have people
over you think you’re helping them out. They end up blessing you.… I
wouldn’t trade a hospitable approach to ministry for anything, ‘cause it
just feels like the real deal.
Committed to Hospitality
The pastors interviewed held firm convictions about faith and ministry. They
understood the nature of the church to be a community that reaches out to the hopeless
and the helpless and acts out the love of Jesus to people everywhere, especially to the
marginalized. Their leadership principles rise out of their commitments to embrace
persons with the love of God. Their satisfaction is in being embraced by those they
welcome in return:
When I practice hospitality, and am in that zone where the Spirit is
working in the ministry of hospitality, Jesus said, “When you do it to the
least, you do it to me.” So whenever I meet Jesus I become a better leader
and … I get enriched because he comes to me through people. And I’m
enriched by people, Him and people, that’s what happens in hospitality.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
The research was guided by questions that sought to discover and develop the key
components of hospitality, biblically from Luke’s Gospel, theoretically from the
literature, and experientially from interviews with practitioners of hospitable leadership.
Further, the research observed how the themes of hospitality were handled in current
leadership literature—especially in current leadership literature that was influential in the
ministries of Free Methodist pastors across North America.
The Hypotheses
Four hypotheses guide the conclusions and support the need for a normative
understanding of hospitable leadership. The research supported H1: “Leadership
philosophies that currently circulate among Christian leaders do not take hospitality
seriously.” While some resources flirt with concepts related to hospitality, none deal
comprehensively with the Christian practice. Both Warren and Sanders deal with issues
related to hospitality, but neither of them speaks primarily in hospitality language, nor do
they work with the concept in its entirety. For example, Sanders’ book recognizes the
importance of hospitality; however, the scant two paragraphs it gives are to issues of
hospitality focus on the importance of receiving fellow believers in warm welcome.
Meanwhile, Sanders neglects some of the most important biblical concerns of hospitality,
such as justice, and the recognition of the marginalized. Similarly, Warren’s work stops
short of a holistic understanding of Christian hospitality.
The data did not support H2: “Some leadership ideas that currently circulate
among Christian leaders advocate inhospitable practices.” This finding was a welcome
one. Differentiating the community’s identity, and thereby creating uncomfortable space
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for some, walks a fine line with the inhospitable practice of exclusion, and protecting the
community from potentially dangerous influences could easily become inhospitable,
depending on what behaviors leaders use to guard the communities identity.
Nevertheless, each leader interviewed acknowledged the necessity of protecting the
community from potentially destructive people. The hospitable leader may wait longer
before separating a dangerous person from the community, going “riskily far” in
embracing a difficult person; however, the practice of differentiation can be used
appropriately, and necessarily, within the context of hospitable leadership.
Examples of H3, “Some leadership materials work with the concepts of bridging
and other rituals in helpful ways that can be used as building blocks for a normative
model of hospitable leadership,” abound in Warren’s Purpose Driven Church. Warren’s
whole “purpose driven” system is about bridging gaps between statuses within the church
organization in an effort to lead people into a closer connection to the church, its people,
its mission, and, presumably, its God. To this end Warren offers countless practical ideas
on how to reduce fear for the newcomer and a process for moving people into deeper
levels of commitment to the church. Warren labels his categories differently but works
with the concepts of stranger, guest, friend, and missioner.
So hospitality, framed as interstitial movement, is well represented in The
Purpose Driven Church. Even so, Warren does not significantly address the issues of
justice, social stratification, reciprocity and reversal inherent in a biblical understanding
of hospitality. While some workable building blocks exist, the hospitable leader must fill
out other pieces that are not addressed in Warren’s work.
Finally, the research suggests that H4 is true: “Leadership that is hospitable will be
leadership that dwells in the interstices.” Jesus led from the margins. Likewise the leaders
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that were interviewed sought direct contact with those in need; they sensed that isolation
from those strangers needing hospitality was in direct conflict with the principle of
leadership that suggests leaders are to model right living for congregations. Without
regard for position or prestige, hospitable leaders welcome the indigent to stay at their
homes, have the needy over to share their table, and lead congregations in the acts of
provision and welcome that Jesus modeled toward those living on the fringes of society.
In the church leadership literature, anecdotes about shared meals and table
fellowship centered almost exclusively on celebrating a movement from guest to friend or
hosting missioners for the purpose of casting vision. If interstitial movement were
pictured as a line, from the unknown to stranger to guest to friend to missioner, the
church leadership literature focuses its hospitality mostly toward the right, hosting its
friends and missioners. The hospitable leader recognizes the importance of hospitality to
the entire continuum but especially cares for the welcome of the stranger. Hospitable
leaders understand the welcome of the stranger as the foundation for a life transformation
that can happen when the stranger encounters the welcoming God through his church.
With these hypotheses in view, the data suggests the following understanding of
leadership.
A Normative Understanding of Hospitable Leadership
“Theories of leadership attempt to explain the factors involved either in the
emergence of leadership or in the nature of leadership and its consequences. Models
show the interplay among the variables that are conceived to be involved” (Bass 37). A
normative understanding of hospitable leadership shows the relationship between the
leader and the led and takes into account the variables of power, needs, status, and
reciprocity.
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This chapter moves toward what Yukl considers a “prescriptive” model of
leadership that enables concerned leaders to rediscover hospitality as a Christian tradition
in church leadership. It proposes necessary commitments that leaders should adopt in
order to be more faithful to the tasks of leadership. It outlines elements of the leadership
process that can enhance the hospitality of the leader and the community.
This was not a comparative study. The findings do not attack other models
accusing them of inhospitality; rather, hospitable leadership is compatible with many of
the best practices of leadership uncovered in the literature review, for example, vision
casting, goal setting, and protecting the community from destructive elements. What this
work highlights is the element of hospitable leadership that permeates and colors every
aspect of the leaders’ practice—the value of the individual in relation to the vision of the
church. This commitment acts itself out in leadership behaviors as well as in the ethos of
communities led by hospitable leaders.
The Commitment of the Hospitable Leader to the Value of Persons
For hospitable leaders, these leadership behaviors are accomplished within the
medium of certain commitments and toward certain ends. These commitments and ends
largely define hospitable leaders, for whom the central dimension of leadership is
meeting the need of the broken and marginalized. The hospitable community recognizes
the value, uniqueness, and gifts of each individual and exists to serve each member and
stranger that wanders within its sphere of influence. Hospitable leaders make a
commitment to the person as a philosophical decision, and understand successful
leadership not in the establishment of a large-budget institution, but by how truly the
leaders model the kingdom principle of welcoming the stranger within the community of
faith. The community may get larger as a result of these leadership initiatives, but
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hospitable leaders recognize large attendance figures not as a goal but as a possible byproduct of morally right ministry.
In other words, hospitable leadership seeks to operate by faithfully applying
kingdom principles to its leadership practice. It proposes leadership characteristics and
processes at all levels of personal and institutional life, not content to use leadership
behaviors that violate their commitment to the worth of the individual.
The End Values of a Hospitable Community
Hospitable leaders lead the community toward an end value of practicing the
warm welcome of God to all others, especially those in precarious physical
circumstances, the needy and marginalized. They understand this welcome of all as a
foundational gospel truth modeled and taught by Jesus. Hospitable leaders take a further
step, though, and recognize hospitality as the medium in which this end value flourishes.
They hold hospitality as a thorough-going principle of life that permeates the practice of
leadership as well as the end result of what the institution should be about dispensing
when it is working the way the leaders have envisioned it.
Hospitable leadership makes the case that leaders should be leading toward
unconditional welcome and provision for others. Hospitable leaders take hospitality as an
end value. As the interviews illustrated, for hospitable leaders the community exists as an
expression of God’s gracious welcome to a hurting world.
Nevertheless, hospitable leaders are not hospitable because hospitality is an
effective transaction between leaders and led that somehow results in a gain for the
leaders or their churches. Rather, it serves as the moral end value. This finding is
consistent with Luke’s understanding of Jesus’ message being authenticated through his
hospitable medium. Hospitality serves as the medium within which the leader pursues the
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end result of gracious welcome of all.
Even granting that hospitality is unconditional, a mutuality of need is still met
through the interaction between hospitable leaders and the strangers for whom the leaders
provide. For hospitable leaders, serving the other ultimately fulfills the spiritual need of
identifying with Christ in service to the broken without expectation of return. Welcome
and provision are not an exchange, they are gifts.
The principles of reciprocity suggest that nothing is required in exchange for the
showing of hospitality. Nevertheless, hospitable leaders seek ways to engage the
giftedness of strangers and the marginalized—not for the gain of the church or self,
though the leader is always seeking those who would contribute to the health of the
community. Rather, the dignity and worth of each person is celebrated, and each person’s
contribution is recognized as worthy for the building up of the person and community.
Examples of Hospitable Leadership Practice
Earlier three significant leadership behaviors were mentioned as compatible with
hospitable leadership. These three behaviors—vision casting, goal setting, and protecting
the church community from danger—can serve here as examples of how hospitable
leaders could follow good leadership practice, and how hospitable leadership can provide
guidelines for the use of good leadership behaviors so they remain hospitable.
The vision of the church guides the work of the church. Perhaps a significant
corrective to the leadership of evangelical Protestant churches is the reminder that the
noblest of end values (like increased numbers of conversions) do not justify means that
denigrate gospel principles. For example, if the “received vision” of the church leaders
determines professions of faith as the end value of the local church ministry, then
welcome is in danger of becoming a tool to be used in service of a perceived greater
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value. People become tools to invite friends to church and into their homes for Bible
studies with a view to helping them cross the line of faith. Food is used as a tool to get
people to sit through a church service so that they might receive their “greater” need of
salvation before they receive their perceived need of bodily sustenance. Nevertheless, for
hospitable leaders, this instrumentality stops short of God’s redemptive potential for the
church. Faith should compel the follower of Jesus to a posture of open reception of the
needy other, not to an attitude of manipulation of assets in an effort to win friends and
influence potential converts.
For hospitable leaders, conversion could likely be considered a modal value
toward the greater end value of following God. Following God includes values of
worship, living in covenantal relationship with the welcoming God through Christ, and
acting toward humanity and creation in a way that is consistent with the values of God.
Hospitable leaders understand the latter practice as one that could be subsumed under the
rubric “hospitality”—unconditional welcome of the stranger, service and gifts to the
poor, denial of self in seeking justice for others, chosen powerlessness in an effort to
reach the marginalized. These are the values that God expressed through Jesus as he
identifies with the marginalized. One of the primary end values of hospitable leaders is
how closely they can identify with the poor, broken, needy, and estranged in an effort to
bring God’s redemption, healing, and wholeness to a person or group.
Hospitable leaders are careful to set forth a vision of discipleship that welcomes
and accepts all. When this proper leadership practice of vision casting is abused or
distorted, it can lead to using hospitality as a tool instead of as an end value.
Another leadership practice is protecting the community from dangers within and
without. The hospitable leaders interviewed all shared about times they had to intervene
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to differentiate from a person or group that threatened to destroy the community. While
differentiation is a practice used by all leaders, hospitable leaders go, “riskily far” to
avoid the necessity of separation.
When leaders abuse their authority and separate persons from the community that
do not truly pose a threat to the community’s health, the result is what Volf calls
“exclusion.” Exclusion is inherently inhospitable; it involves violence done to a party
either actively or passively. Church leaders may be more prone to exclude a stranger
passively, to ignore the inconvenient person, not giving warm welcome to the one who
does not appear “useful” to the community or “not recognizing the other” (67). Whether
the exclusion involves formal, public denunciation, or passive nonrecognition, hospitable
leaders seek to avoid exclusion, choosing instead to separate persons from the community
as a last resort and only in order to protect the community from harm or to maintain the
boundaries and commitments that form the basis of the community’s identity and
purpose.
A third example of a hospitable use, and inhospitable abuse, of certain leadership
behaviors is the proper practice of goal setting. When used hospitably, the goals of the
group align with the practice of hospitality (i.e., welcoming the needy, providing services
and sustenance). Nevertheless, when goal setting becomes a means of establishing a
vision of the church that does not seek the gospel ends of discipleship and hospitality, the
process is abused, and it divides the focus of the leadership group. If goals are set that
create a greater focus on institutional needs than for hands-on service to the marginalized,
hospitable leaders begin to chafe. Hospitable leaders need goals in keeping with caring
for those in need on the margins of society. They are not satisfied in the mechanics of
leading a hospitable organization. Hospitable leaders have to meet needs personally and
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regularly in order to be satisfied in their vocation. Hands-on ministry to the broken
motivates them.
Characteristics of the Hospitable Leader
Hospitable leaders partly seek to meet needs because of personal commitments to
the value of marginalized persons, which often arises out of the leader’s understanding of
Scripture. Nevertheless, an underlying sense of connection with humanity, especially
with the stranger, drives hospitable leaders to acts of welcome and provision. They are
highly sensitive to others and demonstrate empathy to a high degree. Hospitable leaders
sense “interconnectedness” and “mutuality” with the marginalized.
The sense of interconnectedness becomes greater the closer the leader gets to the
margin. Empathy and marginalization feed each other as hospitable leaders identify more
and more closely with strangers. That cycle of interconnectedness leads some hospitable
leaders to live with strangers quite literally, to move to marginalized neighborhoods to
live on the margins with those among whom they minister.
Leadership in the Interstices
Jesus bridged the gap between God and humanity. He was agent of God’s saving
power and also a stranger in his own society. Jesus lived in the gap between God and
humanity to love and serve the marginalized. Hospitable leaders choose to lead from the
gaps. Although vested with the power of the institution, hospitable leaders recognize the
need for guidance, help and nurture that often exists in between well-defined statuses—in
the interstices.
As a result, hospitable leaders position themselves in the in-betweens—at the door
(sometimes literally) and on the bridges that facilitate the movement toward greater
involvement in the life of faith and the church. Often this position leads to a loss of rigid
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boundaries for the leader, allowing persons to make demands on the leader’s life that
would cross the line of propriety in many contexts. Some may consider it taking
advantage of the leader.
Hospitable leaders, though, live with an openness to people, both strangers and
friends, that gives the leaders freedom to lead from less powerful places. That openness
allows leaders to spend more time in the interstices with those who are making lifetransforming decisions about whether to move into deeper connection with God and the
church. Openness allows hospitable leaders to share leadership with others in an
egalitarian, relational way that elevates the others in the community. For leaders that tend
to consider the stranger a potential danger instead of a potential relationship, that kind of
openness to others would likely be a threatening experience rather than the freeing,
transforming practice the pastors in the interviews described.
The transition points in life are often the most interesting. The betwixt and
betweens provide places of uncertainty and opportunity. They are often also the places
where help and guidance are most needed. Hospitable leaders recognize that they are the
places in which leadership is most necessary.
The Hospitable Leader’s Use of Power
David Hubbard, while president of Fuller Theological Seminary, once remarked,
“I never exercise the full extent of the power inherent within my position” (qtd. in Barna
75). The hospitable leaders’ commitment to the value of meeting individuals’ needs, over
and against the value of greater wealth and influence of the community, leads hospitable
leaders to limit their use of power.
Hospitable leadership rejects the use of leadership methods within the church that
insist on authoritarian control on the part of a single leader or leadership body. Rejection
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of coercion is one of the common themes found in the definitions of leadership.
Nevertheless, beyond the noncoercive stance characteristic of all leadership, hospitable
church leaders seek to practice an open style of leadership that highlights the value of
each contributor to the leadership task within the church.
Greenleaf’s book serves to illustrate this principle of hospitable leadership. He
wrote of servant leaders that they were “those who care for both persons and institutions,
and who are determined to make their caring count—wherever they are involved” (330).
While this commitment is noble, it does not take into account the means by which the
servant leader leads. While he suggests that the servant is one who gives to the institution
and tries to develop the institution, the method by which one leads is left quite flexible.
For example, in the chapter titled, “Servant Leaders,” Greenleaf highlights the
president of his undergraduate institution—a man whom he lauds highly. Throughout the
chapter Greenleaf describes him as autocratic and domineering (250). In other words, for
Greenleaf, servanthood is not about the methods the leader employs but, rather, about the
caring and concern the leader puts into the task regardless of the behaviors employed.
Greenleaf centers the concept of servant leadership in the character of the leader,
as can be seen in the title of another chapter, “Inward Journey,” in which Greenleaf
engages Robert Frost’s poem, “Directive,” in an effort to describe the leader’s necessary
passage to servanthood. He suggests that servant leadership is predominately an internal
disposition. While hospitable leadership also includes the commitments of the leader,
those commitments work themselves out not only through the results of the institution but
also through the means by which the leader moves the community toward the results
sought. For hospitable leaders, a primary commitment held by them includes not only
caring character but an openness of posture to others in the leadership process.
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Recognizing, encouraging, and facilitating the development of others’ gifts and
uniqueness within the context of the community are all ways of opening leadership up to
others within the community and validating an individual’s contributions to the life of the
group. Another way, mentioned by hospitable leaders, is by seeking consensus on
leadership decisions.
Greenleaf does, at one point, suggest primus inter pares (a first among equals
leadership structure) for church leadership (241)—a methodology akin to consensus
seeking that would fit with a hospitable approach to leadership, but Greenleaf’s “servant
leader” is not bounded by methods that elevate the importance of the person within the
community. Method does matter in hospitable leadership. Method is one of the
differences between hospitable leadership and other forms of leadership that closely
resemble it that do not limit the use of power so narrowly.
The location of the leader, in the interstices and at the margins, is the only
available location for the hospitable leader. When the leader goes to those who have been
cast aside by society, the leader lands square in the gaps between persons and statuses.
Leading from the social gaps, hospitable leaders seek to encourage those who have been
cast aside by society.
Hospitable leaders understand the call to be like Christ as a call to
marginalization—a laying down of power while seeking to build a relationship with
another. Contrary to this sense is a brand of leadership currently circulating in church
leadership literature that seems to be about leveraging personal power in an attempt to
gain influence for the good of the institution, all done in the name of Christ. The subtle
shift goes almost unnoticed, especially when the ends are noble (i.e., the number of
people won to the kingdom of God). One can hardly argue with an end product so grand.
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Burns insists that leadership arise from goals and values shared between the
leader and the led. He suggests that moral leadership lies in the intersection between the
follower’s need and the leader’s provision. The leader becomes a giver. He also suggests
that the best leadership exists in the mutuality of goals between all the persons within the
state:
I describe leadership here as no mere game among elitists and no
mere populist response but as a structure of action that engages
persons, to varying degrees, throughout the levels and among the
interstices of society. Only the inert, the alienated, and the
powerless are unengaged. (3)
Leaders that practice hospitable leadership could challenge Burns’ comment.
Hospitable leaders seek to engage those who have been cast aside and marginalized in
society. Hospitable leadership recognizes “the inert, the alienated and the powerless” as
the ones for whom Christ came.
Hospitable leadership cannot be understood in terms of transaction. The
relationship between guest and host is too complex, nor can it be understood simply in
terms of transformational leadership, for the transformational leader seeks to meet a need
in exchange for greater leadership authority. Transformational leadership is the
instrumental use of “higher” motives toward positive ends. Moral leadership, on the other
hand, seeks to moderate the use of power in order to enable the led to have a voice and to
understand the ramifications of decisions and requires that leaders are held accountable
for their “commitments.”
Hospitable leadership is best understood through the lens of moral leadership—
leadership that seeks to meet mutual needs in an atmosphere of shared resources. It
recognizes that in an encounter of hospitality church leaders receive as much ministry as
they provide. Nouwen writes cogently of the necessity for “mutuality” in Christian
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leadership and calls for a new model of leadership for the Church that takes the reality of
togetherness seriously. “We are not the healers, we are not the reconcilers, we are not the
givers of life. We are sinful, broken, vulnerable people who need as much care as anyone
we care for” (In the Name of Jesus 44).
The Hospitable Leader Engages the Gifts of the Marginalized
Hospitable leaders seek to elicit and celebrate the unique contribution of each
person, especially those who are traditionally marginalized. Greenleaf lays out a four-part
strategy for church leadership that includes setting goals, establishing a fluid relationship
between leaders and followers, balancing authority and power within the institution, and
appointing trustees (241). Then he describes what he considers the future of church
leadership:
Leadership in such an institution will be a different thing from what we
customarily assume. There will still be a titular leader, but such a person
will not be seen as “chief.” Rather, it will be a role from which oversight
is given to a much more fluid arrangement in which leaders and followers
change places as many-faceted missions are undertaken and move into
phases that call for different deployments of talent. (244)
This fluidity of roles allows for leaders to enter the gaps of institutional life and
the gaps of society to reach out to those who are traditionally marginalized. Because the
follower becomes part leader, the church then becomes a place where the marginalized
can use and celebrate their gifts in service. Hospitable leadership seeks to enliven the
potential of those who are used to being pushed aside, their giftedness unrecognized.
Instead, hospitable leadership seeks to discover the gifts of the marginalized, and
allow those gifts to be used in the life of the church. One of the interviewees said,
“Instead of objectifying people and fitting them into a predetermined category of
leadership, [we need to] celebrate their increasingly gospel influence on their contexts of
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life.… [We shouldn’t try to place people] like puzzle pieces into a pre-determined
leadership/management role” for the development of a pre-determined vision of a leader.
For hospitable leaders, it is not enough for the goal of the institution to be directed
toward the care and reception of all. The leaders themselves seek to be actively involved
in the practice of hospitality as well. Further, hospitable leaders seek to practice
leadership that welcomes and values the freely given contributions of the stranger within
the community, encouraging the stranger to get more deeply connected in community
life. In order to embrace the contributions of the marginalized, hospitable leaders must be
open to role reversal, allowing guests to bring their gifts to the table.
Hospitable leaders embody a thorough-going principle of the value of each person
that motivates their leadership. Hospitable leaders are not content to use persons in their
greater vision. If leaders employ others in their grander vision—even for the noblest of
ends—those leaders are still using persons as tools and, in that sense, devaluing their
unique contribution to the life of the church. A fine line seems to exist between
hospitably offering a stranger a place to serve and use gifts and resources for God’s glory
through the community, and using someone to further a leader’s predetermined purposes
in the name of some higher good while not allowing individuals’ free expression of who
God created them to be.
When all is said and done, honest reflection leads one to realize that hospitality
provides a necessary and helpful model for understanding a Christian leader’s
motivations, goals, commitments and behaviors. A thorough-going application of
hospitable principles reaches into the behaviors of leadership and demands that leaders
who follow Jesus adjust not only the goals of the communities they lead, but also their
leadership styles in order to value those who are despised and rejected by society at large,
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recognizing and celebrating the gifts and unique contributions of each person “on the
bus.”
Limitations of the Study
Because of the specificity and the criterion-based nature of the survey group, the
generalizability of the study is limited to pastors of larger Free Methodist churches within
the United States. The separation between the survey group and the interviewees was
designed to highlight best practices in both groups: leadership skill and the practice of
hospitality. Nevertheless, the tradeoff is the inability of the study to account for possible
differences between the leadership materials that influenced either group and the
differences that arise from leading different sized churches. The fifty largest Free
Methodist churches at the time the study was done ran between three hundred and
thirteen hundred, while the interviewees lead churches between one hundred and 350.
As an exploratory study, its value may extend across a broader spectrum than its
limits may suggest as it has generated themes and raised issues that may begin the
conversation about hospitality within other groups besides the obviously congruent ones.
Directions for Further Study
None of the interviewees suggested that rituals were especially important in their
churches. Some rituals were mentioned—greeting times during the service, name tags,
ushers—but none of the interviewees suggested that they thought in terms of ritual or had
established any practices as rituals to bridge an interstice. My suspicion is that rituals
would help bridge the interstices and thus increase the perceived welcome of a local
church. Warren’s C.L.A.S.S. system suggests as much. Rituals might enable hospitable
leaders to make their personal value of hospitality a community practice.
The hospitable leaders that were interviewed modeled open homes, some to the
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extent of sharing their homes with strangers for periods of time. Further research might
ask the question, “How does the personality type and specific giftedness of pastoral
leaders affect their openness to others, especially to strangers?” Obviously hospitality is a
normative practice for the church leader, but different levels of openness seem to be
expressed in the interviews with the hospitable leaders depending on their life situations
and other contextual and personal factors.
The hospitable leaders interviewed identified their predisposition toward
welcoming the stranger. The leadership literature, other than mechanistic models for
assimilating visitors, tended to emphasize hospitality within the group at the level of
friends and missioners. A study could be formulated around this disconnect to find a way
of broadening the conversation, not only for the leadership literature but also for the
hospitable leader, since hospitality exists across the continuum.
Someone might ask hospitable leaders what leadership texts they read that had
most influenced them. Would the reading list have been different from those books that
had influenced the pastors of the largest Free Methodist churches? How does continued
reading influence the leadership behavior of pastors?
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APPENDIX A
Interview Questions
1. I’ve constructed a definition of hospitality, for the sake of discussion, as an
attitude/mind-set of unconditional welcome that results in acts of reception and provision
toward the stranger as well as toward the friend. On a scale of 1-6, 1 being strong
disagreement and 6 being strong agreement, how would you rate that definition? Why?
2. What is leadership?
3. Was there any particular experience or event in your life that influenced your
leadership philosophy or style?
4. J. Oswald Sanders writes in Spiritual Leadership, “[T]he leader must show hospitality.
This ministry should never be seen as an irksome imposition, but rather as one that offers
the privilege of service. The Shepherd of Hermas, a widely-used book written in the
second century A.D. mentions that a bishop ‘must be hospitable, a man who gladly and at
all times welcomes into his house the servants of God’” (42-43). Sanders seems to
advocate an open-door policy in regard to welcoming visitors. How do you balance this
open-door policy with other demands of leadership?
5. This raises the question of placing boundaries on the practice of hospitality. What are
some of the boundaries that you have placed on the practice of hospitality in your life and
ministry?
6. Are there any experiences in your leadership that have pressed you toward setting
more particular boundaries around the practices of hospitality?
7. In the recent business best seller, author Jim Collins writes, “We expected that good to
great leaders would begin by setting a new vision and strategy. We found instead that
they first got the right people on the bus, the wrong people off the bus, and the right
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people in the right seats—and then they figured out where to drive it. The old adage
‘People are your most important asset’ turns out to be wrong. People are not your most
important asset. The right people are” (13). On a scale of 1-6, one being strong
disagreement and 6 being strong agreement, how do you feel about that statement in
regard to church leadership? Why?
8. Who are the “right people” in church leadership? What are some adjectives that you
would use to describe the “right people”?
9. It seems as though a concern for hospitality would suggest that the leader welcome
those who do not readily display “right” characteristics. Hospitality, it would seem,
welcomes those with downright “wrong” characteristics for leadership, yet throughout
Collins book he suggests that the leader spend much if not most of his time developing
the other potential leaders within the institution. How can a church leader who takes
seriously the concept of hospitality as the generous welcome of the stranger
simultaneously build an institution as Collins advises?
10. Do you ever feel a conflict between welcoming the “right people” and welcoming
those who do not readily display the right characteristics? How do you deal with that
conflict internally, and what practices, if any, do you have in place to help you maintain a
generous welcome?
11. How can a leader balance the competing claim on her time from those who are on the
margins of the institution (the needy who don’t put back in) and those who are in
leadership within the institution?
12. In The Purpose Driven Church, Warren invests many pages discussing the need for
reducing fear for the newcomer. He would suggest that sensitivity to those who have little
church background is important in bringing others into an encounter with Jesus’ grace.
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What do you do to ease a newcomer’s transition into the life of the church? How do you
welcome newcomers into your church? Do you have any welcome rituals/practices in
place? What are they? What rituals do you have in place to move people from one level
of involvement within the life of the church to the next level? How do you define those
phases?
13. In Courageous Leadership Bill Hybels writes of a time when he had to rely on
monetary gifts of the working poor in order to make it through a financially stressful
time. He grew up affluent, and this was a defining time for him. Some gifts are financial,
but not all. Give some examples of different kinds of gifts that the poor have given either
to you personally or to others in your congregation.
14. Is there a defining experience in your life that led you into the ministry of
hospitality—or sustains you in it?
15. How has the practice of hospitality enriched your leadership?
16. Is there anything I haven’t asked you that you feel is important to say about
hospitality or leadership?
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APPENDIX B
Coding Vocabulary
Acceptance
Exclusion
Genesis 18
Guest
Hebrews 13
Hospitality
Host
Inhospitality
Lonely
Matthew 25
Open Home
Poor
Receive
Rejection
Shared Meal
Stranger
Table
Welcome
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APPENDIX C
Complete Response List of Leadership Resources
Tally
10
8
6
5
3
3

Title
Purpose Driven Church
The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership
Courageous Leadership
Spiritual Leadership
Good to Great *
Spiritual Leadership

3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

Fresh Wind Fresh Fire
Willow Creek Conference
Developing the Leaders around you
Developing the Leader within you
One Size Doesn’t Fit All
Visioneering
Who Moved the Cheese?
7 Habits of Highly Effective People
In the Name of Jesus
Be the Leader You Were Meant to Be
Honest to God
10 Natural Laws of Successful Time & Life
Management
Reinventing Your Church
Built to Last
The Leadership Bible
The Pastor’s Coach/Leadership Wired
Maximum Impact
Celebration of Discipline
The Divine Conspiracy
Purpose Driven Life
The Disciple Making Pastor
Habits of Highly Effective Churches
The User-Friendly Church
Leaders on Leadership
The Power of Vision
Working the Angles
Reformed Pastor
Managing Non-Profit Organizations in the 21st
Century
Experiencing God
Next Generation Leader
Ablaze for God

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Author
Rick Warren
John Maxwell
Bill Hybels
J. Oswald Sanders
Jim Collins
Henry Blackaby and
Richard Blackaby
Jim Cymbala
Bill Hybels
John Maxwell
John Maxwell
Gary McIntosh
Andy Stanley
Spencer Johnson
Steven Covey
Henri Nouwen
Leroy Eims
Bill Hybels
Hyrum Smith
Brian Mclaren
Jim Collins
John Maxwell
Injoy/Maxwell
John Maxwell
Richard J. Foster
Dallas Willard
Rick Warren
Bill Hull
George Barna
George Barna
George Barna
George Barna
Eugene Peterson
Richard Baxter
James Gelatt
Henry Blackaby
Andy Stanley
Wesley Duewal
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1
1

Growing a Healthy Church
Lost in America

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Leading when God is Moving
Caring Enough to Confront
Excellence in Leadership
The Mind of Christ
Leadership
On Leadership
The Servant
Basic Christian Leadership
Leading without Power
Pastor
The Fifth Discipline
In Search of Excellence
Congregation Stories and Structures
Organizational Culture and Leadership
The Leadership Challenge

1

The Ascent of a Leader

1

Leaders

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

On Becoming a Leader
Learning to Lead
Unleashing the Church
Reaching Unchurched Harry and Mary
Doing Church as a Team
Victory over the Darkness
The Bondage Break
Leadership When the Heat’s On

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The Paradox of Success
The Master Plan of Evangelism
Criswell’s Guidebook for Pastors
The Pursuit of Excellence
Leading Change
God Chasers
Soul Tsunami
Cell Church
Home Cell Group Explosion
Shepherding the Church
Pastor to Pastor
Promise Keepers Ministry

Dan Spader
Warren Bird and
Tom Clegg
Wayne Schmidt
David Augsburger
John White
Dennis Kinlaw
James Means
John Gardner
James Hunter
John Stott
Max De Pree
Will Willimon
Peter Senge
Robert Waterman
James Hopewell
Edgar Schein
James Kouzes and
Barry Posner
Bill Thrall,
Bruce McNicol and
Ken McElrath
Warren Bennis and
Burt Nanus
Warren Bennis
Fred Smith
Frank Tilapaugh
Lee Strobel
Wayne Cordiero
Neil Anderson
Neil Anderson
Danny Cox and
John Hoover
John O’Neil
Robert Coleman
W. A. Criswell
Ted Engstrom
John Kotter
Tommy Tenney
Leonard Sweet
Larry Stockstill
Joel Comiskey
Joseph Stowell
Focus on the Family
Promise Keepers
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1
1
1
1

12 Keys to an Effective Church
The Super Super-intendent
Lead On
Lincoln on Leadership

Kennon Callahan
Harold Westing
John Haggai
Donald Phillips

* The book Good to Great was chosen from among those with three tally marks
because it represents a book from a discipline other than church leadership. Also, the
author, Jim Collins, had four total mentions (one for Built to Last), which further
recommended Good to Great as the fifth choice.
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